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Abstract 

In this report we will present the results of an experimental study on the Giant MagnetoRe
sistance effect in magnetic layered structures. We will thereby focus on the origin of the GMR 
effect and on the influence of electron reflectivity induced by insulating boundaries. 

From experimental data on Co/Cu/Co spin valves with a non-magnetic Cu back layer 
we concluded that this structure can be used as a new probe for interface spin-dependent 
scattering, which was illustrated by calculations with an analytica! model. The interface effect 
was found to he an important mechanism for the Giant Magnetoresistance effect in Co/Cu/Co 
spin-valves although a quantitative analysis seems not possible. From measurements of Niû 
exchange biased Co/Cu/Co/Cu and NisoFe2o/CujNisoFe2o/Cu spin valves we concluded that 
also in NisoFe2o/CujNisoFe2o spin valves interface spin-dependent scattering is important, 
which is still under debate in literature. We were however not able to compare the interface 
effect in these spin valves directly with the systems based on Co. 

We also investigated the possible reflectivity of electrans at a Niû /Co interface in 
NiO/CofCu/CofCu/NiO spin valves from a variation of the properties of the bottorn Niû 
layer by e.g. applying different sputter pressures and substrates. From the behaviour of the 
GMR effect we were however not able to determine the influence of these parameters on tJ-.e 
reflectivity of the interfaces, mainly due to the fact that also the exchange biasing is affected 
which in turn alters the GMR effect. The reflectivity of electrous at the interface between Cu 
and air was stuclied in a Co/Cu/Co spin valve withand without a Ru cap layer. The enhance
ment of the GMR ratio observed in the spin valves interfaced to air strongly indicates the 
presence of specular reflectivity although a more systematic study is required to substantiate 
this conclusion. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd u ct ion 

A rather new, prom1smg field of investigation is the research on thin layered systems of 
magnetic layers separated by non-magnetic layers. Since it has become possible to grow 
these multilayers with a high quality down to atomie thickness of only a few A, a variety of 
new phenomena has been discovered. One of these is the so called Giant MagnetoResistance 
(GMR) effect. The GMR effect is a relatively large change in resistance of a multilayer 
system when a magnetic field is applied. It is caused by the change of the alignment of the 
magnetizations of two magnetic layers from anti-parallel to parallel. The GMR effect can he 
used for sensors in magnetic recording which makes it interesting from a technological point 
of view. 

The origin of the GMR-effect is a different scattering probability for electrans with differ
ent spin directions with respect to the direction of the local magnetization, and has thrown 
considerable attention in recent years. However, it is still nat clear to what extend the spin
dependent scattering takes place in the bulk {interior) of the ferromagnetic layers or at the 
interfaces with the non-magnetic layers. An experimental investigation of the role of bulk and 
interface spin dependent scattering will he the main issue of this report. Besides that, it is 
nat yet clear what is the role of electron reflectivity at interfaces or sample boundaries. In 
view of that we also investigated the possible reflectivity induced by a very large potential 
step at the interface with an insulating layer. · 

In this report we will first give a short introduetion of the Giant Magnetoresistance effect 
in chapter 2 where we will explain it with a simple physical model. We will also give an 
overview of recent research that has been clone to investigate the origin of the GMR effect 
and we will discuss the influences of possible reflections of the electrans at an insulating 
border. In chapter 3 we will treat the Camley-Barn as model for the magnetoresistance, 
a semi-classical numerical calculation based on the Boltzmann transport equation. To gain 
more insight in the behaviour of the magnetoresistance we will in chapter 4 discuss a simplified 
(analytica!) model which makes it possible to derive the influence of the different parameters 
on the magnetoresistance. With this model we are able to give analytica! expressions for the 
magnetoresistance in some cases. In particular it can he applied to illustrate the proposed 
methad of a non-magnetic back layer, with which the existence of interface spin dependent 
scattering can he investigated. In the next chapter we will give an overview of the experimental 
setup for magnetoresistance measurements as well as the other experimental methods we 
used to characterize our samples. In chapter 6 the results of our measurements with the 
non-magnetic back layer are presented for Co/Cu/Co spin valves. And in chapter 7 we will 
campare results of investigation of bath CojCu/Co and N i 80Fe20 /Cuj N i 80Fe20 spin valves 
with a Cu back layer. Finally in chapter 8 we will present the results of our investigations of 
samples with a NiO layer where possibly specular reflections of electrans occur. 
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Chapter 2 

Giant Magnetoresistance 

2.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we will introduce the giant magnetoresistance effect and explain it with a 
simple resistormodel. lt is accepted that spin dependent scattering is the origin of the giant 
magnetoresistance. Whether this spin dependent scattering mainly takes place in the bulk 
of the magnetic layers or at the interfaces between magnetic and non-magnetic layers is still 
a matter of discussion. Experimentally this also seems to depend on the combination of 
the magnetic and non-magnetic materials used in the multilayers. Both these mechanisms 
will he discussed in section 2.3 and furthermore a brief overview of experimental research on 
this matter is given in subsection 2.3.2. In the last section we will discuss reflections at the 
metallic/insuiator interface so far reported in literature. 

2.2 Magnetoresistance 

The effect that the resistance of a material changes when a magnetic field is applied is called 
magnetoresistance. Bulk ferromagnetic materials usually exhibit the so--called anisotropic 
magnetoresistance which is the dependenee of the resistance on the direction of the internal 
magnetization with respect to the direction of the current. The direction of the magnetization 
can he changed by applying a magnetic field. 

When two magnetic layers are seperated by a non-magnetic layer the resistance is found 
to depend on the relative alignment of the two magnetizations. This is the so-called giant 
magnetoresistance and should not be confused with the anisatrapie magnetoresistance effect. 
The GMR effect can he up to a hundred percent forsome multilayers while the AMR effect 
is in the order of one percent. The GMR-ratio is defined as 

GMR = RAP- Rp ·100% 
Rp 

(2.1) 

where RAP and Rp are the resistance for the case of anti-parallel and parallel alignment of the 
two magnetizations, respectively. An example can he seen in figure 2.1 where the resistance 
is plotted as a function of applied magnetic field for Fe/Cr multilayers (figure from Baibich 
et. al. [Bai88]). The reason for this change in resistance becomes clear when we assume that 
there are two different current channels which carry the current in parallel, one for electroos 
with spin up and one for electroos with spin down. This is only valid when there are very 
few scattering events in which the spin polarization of the electroos changes. Furthermore 
we assume that the resistance of electrans with their spin parallel to the magnetization is 
smaller than for electrans with their spin opposite to the magetization. So, for the case of 
anti-parallel alignment of the magnetizations of the two magnetic layers the different spin 
channels each pass a layer where they experience a large resistance as well as a layer where 
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Figure 2.1: Normalized resistance versus magnetic field for several antîferromagnetically cou
pled Fe/Cr multilayers at 4 K. Figure from Baibich et. al. [Bai88}. 

they experience a small resistance. This is schematically drawn in figure 2.2a. Here the 
structure of the spin-valve is drawn with the paths of the different electrons. In the bottorn 
half of the figure the representation in the form of the resistor model is shown. The situation 
becomes dramatically different when the magnetizations are aligned parallel, because now 
one of the spin channels experiences a large resistance in both layers whereas the other spin 
channel experiences a small resistance, and thereby acts as a shuntresistor. This shunting 
causes the resistance in the parallel situation to be significantly lower as also can he seen 
in the resistorequivalent of figure 2.2. To observe the GMR-effect one should necessarily 
he able to achieve a transition from anti-parallel to parallel alignment. Whereas the parallel 
alignment can be accomplished simply by applying a magnetic field, an anti-parallel alignment 
of magnetizations is not obvious and can he obtained by several tools. The tools to create 
commonly an anti-parallel alignment in trilayers, the so-called spin valve, will he discussed in 
chapter 5. 

2.3 The origin of spin dependent scattering 

In this section we will discuss the microscopie origin of the magnetoresistance effect which is 
widely accepted to he spin-dependent scattering. We will in particular focus on the difference 
between spin-dependent scattering in the bulk of the magnetic layers and at the interfaces 
between magnetic and non-magnetic layers. 

2.3.1 ln~erface or bulk spin dependent scattering 

For the case of bulk spin dependent scattering the diffference in resistance for spin up and 
spin down electrans is caused by a different density of states for these electrans at the Fermi
leveL We will explain this with the band structure of a ferromagnetic transition metal. In 
figure 2.3 the band structure of a non-magnetic and a magnetic metal are shown. We see that 
fora magnetic metal the 3d bandsforspin up and spin down are shifted with respect toeach 
other. The result of this is a difference in accupation of the spin up and spin down band which 
causes a net magnetic moment. Since scattering of electrans takes place near the fermi-level 
the scattering probability is proportional to the density of states at the Fermi-level, and due 
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Figure 2.2: Two magnetic layers separated by a non-magnetic layer. In the case of anti
parallel alignment (a) and parallel alignment (b). The bottam half of the tigure shows the 
resistor model. 

to the difference between spin up and spin down electrons, we have a different resistance for 
spin up and spin down electrons. This is expressed in the following equation in which a is the 
spin polarization: 

(2.2) 

The term vu is a scattering potential which may he spin-dependent and may he intrinsic or 
have an extrinsic origin in impurities in the bulk [Fer94]. This potential term also plays an 
important role in interface spin-dependent scattering where it arises from interface properties 
of the combination of materials. For the case of spin dependent scattering at the interfaces 
between the magnetic and non-magnetic layers the spin dependenee may he caused by the 
different potentials the spin up and spin down electrans experience at the interface. For a large 
asymmetry in the scattering probability for spin up and spin down electrans it is necessary 
that the potential perturbation for both spins is different. Thus for one spin direction the 
perturbation potential should he neglegible while for the other spin direction it should he 
large. This is the case when the density of states for one spin direction matches very well for 
the two materials while this match is much worse for the other spin direction. This means that 
the material combination is very important forinterface spin dependent scattering. For Fe/Cr 
for example there is a large asymmetry in band matching and thus a large contribution of 
interface spin dependent scattering to the GMR effect [Coeh96],[Bloem95]. Furthermore also 
structural matching is important because it influences interdiffusion of atoms in subsequent 
layers and also interfacial roughness. This introduces extra scattering centers in the interface 
region which may he spin-dependent thereby giving rise to interface spin-dependent scattering. 

2.3.2 lnvestigations on the role of the interfaces and the bulk 

In this subsection an overview will he given on the most important and recent investigations 
on the role of interface and bulk spin dependent scattering. We will discuss the methods used 
todetermine bulk and/or interface SDS and the obtained results which will he dicussed. 

Parkin [Par93] investigated the origin of spin dependent scattering by inserting thin mag
netic layers at the non-magnetic/magnetic interfaces in a spin-valve. For insertion of thin Co 
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Figure 2.3: The band structure of a ferromagnetic metal (a), and a non-magnetic metal (b). 

layers at the N is0Fe2o/Cu interfaces in a N isoFe2o/CujN isoFe2o spin-valve the magnetore
sistance increased withafactor of two, to the value also found fora pure Co/Cu/Co spin-valve. 
When N i 80Fe2o layers are inserted at the Co/Cu interfaces in a Co/Cu/Co spin-valve the 
magnetoresistance decreases to the value for the N isoFe20 /Cu/ N isoFe2o spin-valve. Th is can 
he seen in figure 2.4. The charaderistic length scales on which the increase and decrease take 
place is of the order of 2 A. On the basis of this short length scale Parkin concludes that inter
face scattering is the dominant mechanism for the magnetoresistance elfect. However, what in 
fact is shown is that interface scattering at a Co/Cu interface is stronger than at a NiFe/Cu 
interface. In all experiments there is a magnetic layer present of considerable thickness behind 
the inserted thin extra layer at the interface, which may still contribute to the GMR-effect if 
bulk spin-dependent scattering is present. This means that no conclusions can he drawn on 
the con tribution of bulk scattering in N i 80Fe20 or Co to the giant magnetoresistance effect 
although t~e interface spin-dependent spin-dependent scattering is evidently shown. Indeed 
from calculations with the Camley Barnas model Dieny [Dien93] came to the condusion that 
these measurements showed that in Co/Cu spin-valves bath interface and bulk spin-dependent 
scattering are important. For N i 80Fe20 no pertinent conclusions can he drawn from these 
data. 

Dieny [Dien94] also performed measurements on different spin valves where the thickness 
of one of the magnetic layers was varied. By fitting the sheet conductance, !:::..G and the MR
ratio with the Camley Barnas model he calculated the spin dependent mean free paths and 
transmission and refiection coefficient for the different materials. He found that in CojCu 
spin valves the spin-dependent scattering is a mixture of bulk and interface. For NiFe/Cu 
spin valves the spin-dependent scattering was found to he mainly bulk, whereas for Fe/Cu it 
was found to he mainly interfacial but much weaker than in Co/Cu. So in contradiction with 
the results of Parkin [Par93] he concluded that in NiFe/Cu spin valves the spin-dependent 
scattering is only bulk. 

Gurney [Gur93] investigated spin valves with a so-called back layer, a magnetic or non
magnetic layer attached to a trilayer structure, which is is shown in figure 2.5. Because the 
minority carriers are scattered at the interface or in the bulk of the magnetic layer the spin 
valve functions as a spin-polarized conduction electron souree for the back layer. In this 
way the majority carrier (spin up) mean free path in the back layer can he determined. The 
mean free paths of the minority carriers (spin down electrons) are determined via conductivity 
measurements using the Mott picture of transport [Mott64]. In this way both spin up and 
down mean free paths can he determined and conclusions can he drawn on the importance 
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Figure 2.4: GMR-ratio as a function of thickness of an extra interface layer in Co/Cu and 
N i 80Fe20 jCu spin valves as described in the text ( tigure from Parkin [Par92]). 

of bulk spin-dependent scat tering. For Co and N i 80Fe20 they found a large difference in À up 

and Àdown while for Fe this difference was relatively small. 
A similar methad of investigation was also used by Strijkers [Strij95J, [Swa95] to determine 

mean free paths in Co and Cu for different temperatures. By camparing these spin up mean 
free paths in Co with the conductivity which is proportional to the sum of À up and À down, no 
proof could he found for bulk spin-dependent scattering in Co. 

2.4 Reflections at a NiO interface 

In spin valves where one of the magnetic layers is exchange biased to an antiferromagnetic, 
insulating NiO layer record high values of the magnetoresistance are found for a trilayer 
Co/Cu/Co system. lt is suggested that this might he caused by specular reflections of the 
electrans at the NiO /Co interface, where the electrans experience a large potential step at 
the insulating NiO harrier. These reflections would indeed lead to a higher giant magnetore
sistance because the reflected electrans pass through the spin-valve structure more than once, 
thereby increasing the GMR-ratio. In the case of total specular reileetion the spin-valve can 
he seen as an infinite multilayer. Research to get prove for these refelections has been clone 
by some groups of whom we will discuss the results below. 

Egelhoff et. al. [Ege95] investigated symmetrie spin-valves. A symmetrie spin-valve has 
three magnetic layers separated by non-magnetic layers. They investigated a Co/Cu/Co/Cu/Co 
system with the two outer Co layers exchange biased to the insulating, anti-ferromagnetic 
NiO. The dependenee of the GMR-ratio on the thickness of the outer and inner Co layers 
was investigated. For the outer layers the maximum was found for a thickness of 25 A. For 
the inner layer the MR-ratio showed a broad maximum when the thickness is 30-50 A. A 
simple explanation would be that specular reflections occur at the NiO/Co interface thereby 
increasing the effective thickness of the outer Co layers. This would explain the difference in 
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Figure 2.5: ·(a) Layers in the new spin valve structure. (b) Schematic showing representative 
trajectories for electrons emanating from the ferromagnetic layers when the magnetizations are 
parallel, illustrating how back materials with differing majority carrier mean free paths lead 
to differing majority peneteation depths, whereas for minority carriers the short penetration 
depth in N isoFe2o assures they wiJl be scattered before reaching the back layer. Figure from 
Gurney [Gur93}. 

thickness dependenee for outer and inner Co layers. 
lnvestigation of Niü exchange biased spin-valves by Strijkers [Strij95] [Swa96] showed a 

high MR-ratio (up to 25% for Co/Cu) compared to values found in literature (up to ±12% for 
Co/Cu exchange biased to metallic FeMn). The results can he qualitatively explained with 
Camley Barnas model calculations assuming specular reflections at the NiO/Co interface at 
the bottorn and at the Cu/NiO interface at the top of the spin-valves. However investigations 
of the conductivity of a single Co layer with or without a top NiO layer and measurements 
on spin-valves with and without a top NiO layer gave no straightforward proof for reflections 
at this top NiO layer. Nevertheless reflections at the bottorn NiO layer cannot he ruled out 
and in chapter 8 we will try to find indication for increased reflectivity. 
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Chapter 3 

The Camley Barnas model 

3.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we will discuss the Camley-Barnas model [Cam89] for giant magnetoresistance. 
Since this model is based on the Boltzmann transport equation for thin films we will first 
discuss this simple situation for thin films which is the starting point for extension to a 
multilayer structure. Subsequently the Camley-Barnas model is treated, with emphasis on 
the approximations and the way to model interface and bulk SDS. We will also give an 
introductiop to the computermodel which we use to do calculations with the Camley Barnas 
model. 

3.2 The Boltzmann Transport Equation 

As mentioned before the Camley-Barnas model is basedon the Boltzmann Transport Equation 
of which an outline follows below. We first consider the Fermi-Dirac equilibrium distribution 
[Kit86]: 

(3.1) 

Here fl is the thermodynamic potential, T the temperature and kB the Boltzmann constant. 
Collisions drive the electrons to this thermodynamic equilibrium. The general Boltzmann 
transport equation is: 

~~+V. ~~ + ä. ~; = ( ~~) scattering. 
(3.2) 

For relaxation-time approximation the following approximation is made: 

( ~~) scattering r 
(3.3) 

where r is the relaxation time. In a stationairy situation the first term of equation 3.2 is zero. 
The acceleration is caused by electrical and magnetic fields, so by using the Lorentz force we 
find: 

e (- -) ä=-m E+vxB, (3.4) 

with e the unit charge of the electron and m the mass of the electron. For the GMR-effect the 
terms arising from magnetic fields are neglected since the effect of these fields is much smaller 
then the effect of the electrical fields. We then introduce a disturbance distribution function 
from the equilibrium distribution, g( v, f'), 

(3.5) 

8 



When combining equation 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 we find the Boltzmann equation for a thin film 

Ög(z,if) g(z,if) eEx 8f0 (v) 
~...:........c~+---=--· . 

{)z TVz mVz OVx 
(3.6) 

This equation is valid in the case of the geometry of z perpendicular to the x-y film plane and 
the electrical field in the x direction. 

3.3 The Camley Barnas model 

We will now discuss the Camley Barnas model which is designed to calculate the magnetore
sistance in a layered structure. This model makes use of the equations of the last section to 
calculate the conductivity of thin films in a spin-valve. This is clone for bath parallel and 
antiparallel alignment of the magnetizations from which the MR ratio can he calculated. The 

z 

lL: 
x 

'-------_____) R,D 

Ex > 

Figure 3.1: The geometry fora spin-valve in the Camley Barnas model with M the magnetic 
layers and NM a non-magnetic layer. Mean free paths À, transmission and reflection coef
ficients respectively T and R, and D diffuse scattering probability. All parameters can be 
chosen spin-dependent. 

geometry of the system is depicted in figure 3.1 where the the films are in the x-y plane and 
the electrical field is in the x-direction. The disturbance function g(z, V) is split in a part for 
electrans with spin up and spin down. This is a result of the two current model where no 
spin-flip scattering events are allowed which is valid at low temperatures. Furthermore we 
distinguish between electrans having a velocity in the positive and the negative z-direction. 
The general salution of equation 3.6 is 

gl,J,(z, V)= ertW Ë. v0!
0 

x [1 + pJW(V). exp ( :p )] . 
Ol rtW I Vz I (3.7) 

The spin dependent ralaxation times can he expressed in termsof mean free paths: 

Àt(,J,) = Vp. rtW, (3.8) 

where vp is the Fermi-velocity which is taken equal in all layers. Spin dependent scattering 
in the bulk is hereby modelled by the spin-dependent mean free paths (.Xt or .x+). From 
the boundary conditions at the interfaces and the outer boundaries the coefficients F can he 
determined. These boundary conditions are the following: 

9-

9+ 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

for the top and the bottorn of the spin valve respectively. Here R is the fraction of the electrans 
that reflect at the outer interfaces. The remainder of the electrans is scattered diffusely with 
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R + D = 1 for both spin up and spin down and do not contribute to the distribution g. For 
the interfaces between layers the boundary condition are 

g~~) 

g
t(.l.) 
B+ 

rt(.t.)
9

t(.t.) + nt(.t.)
9

t(.t.) 
B- A+ 

rt(.t.)9tm + nt(.t.)9tm 
A+ B-' 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

for electrans going from layer B to layer A in the negative z-direction and electrons going 
from layer .A to B in the positive z-direction respectively. A fraction T of the electroos is 
transmitted, a fraction R is reilected and a fraction D is diffusely scattered (not yielding a 
contribution to g), which leads to R + T + D = 1 for both spin up and spin down electrons. 
Spin dependent scattering at the interface is modelled by the assumption that boundary 
conditions at the interface are differentforspin up and down electrans (Rt, R.t., rt and r.t.). 
Now equation 3.7 can he solved to obtain g(z, V) forspin up and down electroos with a positive 
or negative velocity in the z-direction. The current density is then found by multiplying by 
Vx and integrating over v, 

(3.13) 

To calculate the local conductivity we use Ohm's law: 

(3.14) 

and tinally by integrating the local conductivity over z we tind the measureable sheet conduc
tance G: 

G = j a(z)dz (3.15) 

The magnetoresistance (see also equation 2.1) can now he calculated with: 

MR = Gp- GAP ·100% =RAP- Rp ·100%. 
GAP Rp 

(3.16) 

Here GAP and G p are the sheet conductance in anti-parallel and parallel contiguration of the 
magnetizations of the magnetic layers. 

3.4 Camley Barnas computer program 

With a computer program [Vog94] basedon the Camley Barnas model we are able to calculate 
the conduction in p:uallel and anti-parallel contiguration and thus the GMR-ratio for any 
combination of ferromagnetic and non-magnetic layers. lt is also possible to calculate the 
local conductivity (a(z) in equation 3.14) in a spin-valve. There are several input parameters 
that are listed below: 

• The spin-valve contiguration with the magnetic and non-magnetic layers. 

• The thickness of the layers. 

• The mean free paths for all the materials (spin-dependent for magnetic materials to 
model bulk spin-dependent scat tering). 

• Transmission and reileetion coefficients for the interfaces between magnetic and non 
magnetic materials ( spin-dependent to model interface spin-dependent scattering). 

• Reileetion coefficients for the outer boundaries of the spin valve. 
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Chapter 4 

Model calculations for ~G 

4.1 Introd u ct ion 

In this chapter we will use a simplified model to perform transport calculations on spin 
valve structures which is basedon the Camley Barnas model treated in the foregoing chapter. 
Because of the analytica! results we obtain it is very well suited to gain insight in the influence 
of the different parameters on !:l.G. In this report we are mainly interested in the role of 
interface and bulk spin-dependent scattering and will use our calculations to show how we 
establish the presence of interface spin-dependent scattering with a new spin valve structure 
with a non-magnetic back layer. At the end of section 4.4.2 we will compare the model with 
the Camley Barnas model. In section 4.5 we will present calculations with the Camley Barnas 
model to investigate the influence of reflectivity of outer boundaries on ó.G and the MR-ratio. 

4.2 The analytica! model 

The basis of our model is the Boltzmann Transport equation as discussed insection 3.2. From 
equation 3.6 we find the solution for g(v, f) to be [Heuv94]: 

gl.l.(z, V)= ert(.I.)Ë ·/)Jo x [1 + Fl(.I.)(V) · exp ( =fZ )] . 
Öf. rt(.l.) I Vz I ( 4.1) 

Here F is a spin-dependent parameter which is determined by the boundary conditions of the 
conductivities at the interfaces between the layers. The current density in the structure is 
equal to: 

J(z) = L L -2e (~) 
3 j vgl.l.(v, z)d3v. 

H +-
(4.2) 

We now neglect any angular dependenee of the velocity of the electrons and assume the 
velocity in the z-direction equal to the velocity in the x-direction. With this assumption the 
c!istribution function is no longer angular dependent and this simplifies the Camley Barnas 
model to be able to obtain analytica! expressions for the local conductivity. We can simplify 
the integration over v and with equation 4.1 the equation becomes: 

J(z) = ~~ -2e (~)'eT:· J v3 ~~: dfv [' +Fl•exp c~~J ]. (4.3) 

Because of the fact that the derivitive of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, {) J0 / Öf.v is only large 
near the Fermi level (at low temperatures) and the step of J0 is -1 at the Fermi level we can 
u se: 

(4.4) 
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Using this equation we tind: 

(4.5) 

From equation 3.14 and with Àt.l- = rl!.v we finally find: 

2 
2 2 2 [ ( )] _ m e vF t.l- t.!. =t=z 

u(z)- h3 LLÀ 1+F±exp -Àt-1- • 
t-1- +-

(4.6) 

For z """"* oo this does not yield the bulk conductivity because we neglected the integration over 
the veloeities in the x- and y-direction. To correct for this we add a volume factor i from 
which we get the bulk conductivity for a layer of intinite thickness. ·using this aproach we 
can split the conductivity in four contributions: spin up and down and positive and negative 
z-velocity. For all these contributions we can write the conductivity as: 

(4.7) 

So in condusion we will use the following three equations to calculate ,6.G for different 
spin valve structures: 

2 222 ( ) _ 1rm e vF t.l- t.!. =t=z 
ui(z)- uo,i- 3h3 L L À Fi exp - Àt.l-

t-1- +-

z;+! 

,6.G = ~ j ,6.ui(z)dz 
1 z~ 

I 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Summarizing, we tirst calculate the conductivity in all the layers in parallel and anti-parallel 
contiguration by summing over the spin directions and the positive and negative z-velocity. 
Then we calculate the local difference in conductivity in parallel and anti-parallel contiguration 
by substracting uP(z) from uAP(z). Finally ,6.G is calculated by integration over z. In the 
remainder of this chapter we will use this model to calculate ,6.G analytically for a trilayer 
structure and the structure with the non-magnetic back layer. The equations will he used 
to investigate how interface or bulk spin-dependent scattering can he discriminated from the 
behaviour of ,6.G. At the end, in subsection 4.4.2 we will show that the expressions for ,6.G 
are in excellent qualitative agreement with the full (numerical) calculation with the Camley 
Barnas model. 

4.3 General method of calculation 

In this section we will use our model for introductory calculations to illustrate the method 
to derive expressions for tl.G. We will treat a simple trilayer in the extrema! case of full 
interfacial spin-dependent scattering and discuss the influence of the different parameters on 
D.G. 

The conductivity 

We will show a detailed calculation of tl.G fora trilayer system (see tigure 4.1), assuming only 
interface spin-dependent scattering and equal mean free paths in alllayers. We calculated the 
conductivity (equation 4.8) for all four cases (spin up and down and positive and negative 
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dl dnm d2 dl dnm d2 

Figure 4.1: The trilayer structure in parallel (a) and anti-parallel alignment (b) as used in the 
calculations. 

z velocity) in both parallel and anti-parallel alignment. The normalized conductivity as a 
function of z is plotted in figure 4.2. In this figure we assumed complete interface spin
dependent scat tering, (TuP=l, Tdown=O), no bulk spin-dependent scattering and all >.' s equal 
(Àall = 10 A). For example, in this figure we plotted in the right panel at the indicator 
..j,. -, the conductivity of the spin down electrans going in the negative z-direction in the 
anti-parallel alignment. The electrans start at z=75 A and the conductivity increases to the 
bulk condctivity. At the first interface with the non-magnetic layer the magnetization of the 
magnetic layer is in the samedirection asthespin and the electron is nat scattered. However 
at the second interface the magnetization of the layer is opposite to the spin and thus the 
electron is scattered. This means that the conductivity drops to zero and the electron has to 
he excellerated again by the electrical field. Thus the conductivity is seen to increase again till 
the outer boundary of the spin valve is reached. In the same way we plotted all contributions 
to the conductivity in bath parallel and anti-parallel alignment. lt is seen in the total local 
conductivity that it is always below the bulk conductivity and reaches a minimum at the 
outer boundaries due to diffuse scattering. 

The GMR-effect 

When we concentrate on the differences in conductivity between the parallel and anti-parallel 
alignment which is in fact the manifestation of the GMR-effect (see the lowest panel of fig
ure 4.2), we notice that only 4 regions contribute (region A-D in figure 4.2). The expressions 
for the conductivity can he written as: 

• u= Co· À ( 1- exp ( -Àz)) region A: z=50-75 A (4.11) 

( (+z-dl-d2-dnm)) o 
• u = Co · À 1 - exp À region B: z=0-25 A, 

(4.12) 

for parallel alignment, and 

• u = Co · À ( 1 - exp (- z -À dl)) region C: z=50-75 A 

( (z- dl- dnm)) • u = Co · À 1 - exp À region D: z=0-25 A, 

(4.13) 

27l"e2m2v2 
for anti-parallel alignment, where Co = 3 h3 F. This leads to: 

C0 À -e-r+ e--À- for z=50-75 A ( 
z z-dl) o 

(4.14) 

+ CoÀ -e À + e À for z=0-25 A. ( 

z-dl-d2-dnm z-dl-dnm) o 

(4.15) 
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Figure 4.2: The normalized conductivity fora trilayer system with dl=dnm=d2=25 A in the 
analytica] model for P an AP configuration. The second part of the ligure shows the total 
spin up and down conductivity and the last part at center the total conductivity in Pand AP 
contiguration as well as ~0' (shaded area). The dotted Iines denote the interfaces between the 
layers. Here Co is a constant defined in the text. 

For ~G (which is the shaded area) we have to integrate ~0' over z (from z=50-75 A for region 
A-C, from z=0-25 A for region B-D). This integration finally leads to 

(4.16) 

where the extra factor 2 follows from the integration. This is the integrated area of figure 4.2 
which is seen to he exponential dependent on the layer thicknesses. The hehaviour of ~G as 
a function of the different parameters will he dicussed in the next chapter. 
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4.4 Spin valves with the non-magnetic back layer 

In this section we will use our analytica! model to calculate !:J.G for the trilayer spin valve and 
the spin valve with the non-magnetic back layer. 

4.4.1 The trilayer 

In this section we will tirst discuss the trilayer spin valve without back layer for both interface 
and bulk spin-dependent scattering (section 4.4.1). We will focus on dependenee on >. for 
variation of layer thickness of one of the magnetic layers in accordance with the experimental 
situation as we will see in chapter 6. The structure of the spin valve is the same as already 
shown in tigure 4.1. 

Interface spin-dependent scattering 

For the case of interface spin-dependent scattering we assume the following parameters: 

• >.~ = >.~wn = >. (no bulk SDS) 

• ÀNM f:; >. (spacer mean free path may differ) 

• T''/J/NM = 1, TfJ/NM = Td (up electrans transmitted, down electrans partially trans

mitted) 

where M and N M denote the magnetic and non-magnetic layers respectively. We now calcu
late !:J.G in "the same way as illustrated in section 4.3 and we obtain: 

(4.17) 

For the case where Td=O and ÀNM = >. the equation simplities to equation 4.16 as to he 
expected. In tigure 4.3 we plotted !:J.G as a function of >., dnm and dm2 to illustrate the 
behaviour of !:J.G for variation of these parameters. We will now discuss the different terms 

25 A Co I dnm A Cu I dm2 A Co 

... dnm=25 A A.=100 A A.=100 A 
dm2=25A dm2=25 A dnm=25 A 400 

:100 dnm 
::j dm2 .!-
~ 200 

J-e Á 

100 

50 100 150 200 50 100 150 200 50 100 150 200 

A(Á) ctvn (Á) dm2(Á) 

Figure 4.3: !:J.G as a function of>., dnm and dm 1 according to eq uation 4.17. Parameters (if 
not varied ör mentioned in the figure) >.a 11 =100 A, T"P=1, P=0.2. 

in this equation to investigate the dependenee of the different parameters on !:J.G. For small 
>.'s !:J.G starts at zero and then increases to saturation for large values of>.. The exponential 
term exp( -dnmj ÀNM) arises from the demping in the spaeer layer. When this layer is thin 
compared to the mean free path in the non-magnetic material the electrans have a small 
chance for spin-independent scattering in this layer, which is favorable for a larger !:J.G. In 
contrary, when the spaeer is to thick the electrans will he prevented to cross it and !:J.G will 
he small. 
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The dependenee on magnetic layer thickness is the same for both magnetic layers because 
of the symmetry of the spin valve. D.G is seen to increase exponentially until the thickness of 
the layer is much larger than the mean free path. In this regime the electrans with their spin 
parallel to the magnetization (those electrons are not scattered at the interface) is no longer 
limited by scattering at the outer surfaces and D.G saturates. The characteristic length scale 
on which this increase takes place is À. 

To give an impression of the local con tribution to the GMR effect we plotted D.a as a func
tion of z for several thicknesses dm2 of the second magnetic layer in figure 4.4a-f. The structure 
is shown in figure 4.4g. We see that D.a(z) <X exp( -z/ À) and with D.G the integrated area in 
the local difference in conductivity (f D.a(z)dz) we find that D.G <X À(1 - exp( -dm2/ À)) as 
shown in figure 4.4h in accordance with the derived equation 4.17. The factor (1- Td) 2 in 
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0.4 

100 150 200 250 

0.2 1 
o.o-o 50 

0.8,-------------, 

0.6 (b) 
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0.2 I 
0.0-

0 50 100 
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150 200 250 

0.8.-------------, 

o.e (c) dm2=25 
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À.
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I 
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r-
'c: 
"' w 15 

C:!. integrated area 
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óG oe I - e--r 

" '" 
dm2(A) 

Figure 4.4: The local D.a as a function of z for several values of dm2 (a-f), the structure of 
the spin valve (g) and the total D.G as a function of dm2 (h). 

equation 4.17 arises from the non-zero transmission coefficient at the interface for electrans 
with their spin anti-parallel to the magnetization of the magnetic layer, showing that their 
impact on ~G is the largest around Td=O because of the quadratic behaviour. A fraction 
Td will not scatter at an interface and the fraction 1-Td that will he scattered causes an 
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asymmetry in spin up and down conductivity and thus a t:J.G. In this respect we also notice 
that t:J.G becomes zero for Td=1 which is to he expected because in that case their is no 
spin-dependent scattering at the interfaces nor in the bulk. 

Bulk spin-dependent scattering 

In this section we will use our analytica! model to calculate an expression for t:J.G for a trilayer 
when there is only bulk spin-dependent scattering. This means: 

• Tup = Tdown=1 (no interface SDS) 

e x~:= ÀNM =).. ()..in spaeer equaJ to )..UP in magnetic layers) 

• Nf[wn = >..d # >.. {bulk SDS) 

With these parameters one obtaines: 

t:J.G = {4.18) 

written in termsof a variation of dm2 according to the experimental situation. 
For the unphysical situation where Àd=O the equation 4.18 reduces exactly to equa

tion 4.16, which shows that there is no principle difference between Tdown = 0 or >..d = 0 
because in both cases the spin down electrous are scattered completely. For interface spin
dependent scattering we found that the t:J.G only depends on >.. for variation of dm2. In 
contrast, here we see that t:J.G (see also figure 4.5) also contains >.. d in the exponential term 
with dm2. The dependenee on >.. has the same reason as for interface spin-dependent scat-

25 A M1/25A NM /dm2 A M2 
0.0008.---------------. 

parameters: 

o.ooo7 Ä.:'=~u=100 A 
T""=r<l-'=1 

0.0006 

0.0005 

0.0003 

0.0002 

0.0001 

100 

dm2(A) 

150 

75 

200 

Figure 4.5: t:J.G as a function of thickness of the second magnetic Jayer calculated with our 
analytica] for different values of >..d as denoted in the figure. 

tering: the mean free path of the electrous may not he limited by the outer surface. The 
dependenee on >..d arises from the fact that the layer must he thick enough compared to )..d for 
the electrous with spin anti-parallel to the magnetization to he scattered in this layer so their 
is a difference in scattering of spin up and down electrons. However for >..d ~ >.. the second 
term in eq uation 4.18 can he neglected com pared to the first term. Furthermore we see that 
this term is only important for small thickness of the magnetic layer, _dm2. So there are two 
exponential termsof different sign, in competition; when >..d = >.. they cancel and when )..d ~ >.. 
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the term with À is dominant. To make this more clear we plotted the local ~a for bulk spin
dependent scattering for several thicknesses of dm2 in figure 4.6a-f. In this figure we also 
plotted the total ~G as a function dm2 where again ~G(dm2) is the integrated area of the 
local ~a(z). As can he seen in figure 4.6h the exponent with Àd is especially important for 
small thickness of dm2 while for larger thickness the exponent with À is the most important. 
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Figure 4.6:_ The local ~a (a-f) and the total ~G (h) as a function of dm2 in case of bulk 
spin-dependent scattering for the structure in (g). 

The condusion of this section is that for bulk spin-dependent scattering in a trilayer 
structure ~G mainly depends on À and there is an additional small dependenee on À d. 
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4.4.2 The Cu back layer 

In this section we will discuss the influence of a Cu back layer on b..G for both interface and 
bulk spin-dependent scattering as already done for the trilayer structure in section 4.4.1. With 
this back layer we hope to he able to detect interface spin-dependent scattering in a different 
way than Parkin as discussed in section 2.3.2. We will first explain the reason for the use 
of a non-magnetic back layer in our spin-valves with which we want to determine interface 
spin-dependent scattering in spin-valves consisting of different magnetic and non-magnetic 
materials. 

The probieros in detecting interface spin-dependent scattering in a trilayer structure are 
depicted in figure 4.7. When we use a thin second magnetic layer, to avoid a GMR contribution 
from the bulk, where we assume the spin down electrons toscatter and the spin up electrans 
to he transmitted, the spin up electrons scatter at the outer boundary of the spin valve 
(figure 4.7a). Because the boundary is close behind the thin magnetic layer the mean free 
path of the spin up electrons is almost equall to that of the spin down electrous and therefore 
no GMR effect is present. The spin-dependent interface scattering is in this structure masked 
by spin-independent scattering leading to an exponential growth of b..G as discussed in the 
preceeding section. To overcome this problem it is possible to use a thicker magnetic layer 
(figure 4.7b) which causes the spin up electrons to have a much longer effective mean free path 
than the SP.in down electrons and thus the GMR-effect to he present. The problem with this 
structure is that also spin-dependent scattering in the bulk is measured and consequently no 
explicit discrimination between bulk and interface spin-dependent scattering can he made. 

Figure 4.7: The problems 1n determining interface spin-dependent scattering m a simple 
trilayer structure. 

A possible solution for this problem is to make use of a non-magnetic back layer. In 
figure 4.8 a spin-valve structure with such a back-layer is shown. In _case of spin-dependent 
scattering at the interface we assume the spin-down electrons to be scattered at the interface 
whereas the spin up electrons are transmitted. Now the spin up electrons are nothindered by 
spin-independent scattering and may travel in the non-magnetic back layer which causes the 
mean free path for spin up electrons to be larger than the mean free path of the spin down 
electrons. Therefore a GMR effect should be present for small thicknesses of the magnetic 
layer M2 in.duced solely by an interface contribution to spin-dependent scattering. 

In condusion we expect to probe interface spin-dependent scattering for small thicknesses 
of the second magnetic layer when no bulk spin-dependent scattering can be present. This 
would show up in a relatively large b..G for very small thickness of the magnetic layer. We 
expect bulk spin-dependent scattering to become important only for thicker magnetic layers 

Figure 4.8: A schematic picture of the new spin-valve structure with the Cu back layer. 
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Figure 4.9: !)..G as a function of thickness dm2 for db=O,lOO and oo A with the analytica] 
model. Parameters: rup = 1, Td = 0, À=200 A. 

so this can be distinguished from the interface contribution. Now we will use calculations 
with our analytica} model to illustrate the infiuence of the back layer in more detail and to 
study the ditference between interface and bulk spin-dependent scattering in this structure. 

Interface spin-dependent scattering 

In this section we will give an expression for !)..G for the structure with the non-magnetic 
back layer in the case of interface spin-dependent scattering where we assume >.. to be the 
same in alllayers. As argued above, we will focus on the behaviour of !)..G upon variation of 
the second magnetic layer from which the interface selective determination of spin-dependent 
scattering should become clear. Futhermore we will investigate the behaviour of !)..G for 
different thicknesses of the back layer ranging from zero (the trilayer structure) to infinity. 

Forinterface spin-dependent scattering withall >..'s equall the expression for !)..G becomes: 

!)..G= 2 Co>..2e_dn.>.m(1-e_d';.'
1
)· (4.19) 

[ ( 1 _ rdf ( 1 + Tdowne- d';_'2) _ ( 1 _ Td) ( 1 _ Td2) e- dm2/db] . 

This equation may not be sufficiently clear but in some limiting cases the equation can be 
simplified. For db-+ 0 we find equation 4.17, the equation for the trilayer structure as to be 
expected. For clarity we will first discuss the situation where Td=O for different thickness of 
the back layer which leads to: 

1 2 dnm ( dml) ( dm2±db) !)..G = 2
4

a 0 >.. e--.>.- 1- e--.>.- 1- e- .>. . (4.20) 

In figure 4.9 we plotted !)..G as a function of dm2 for three different thicknesses of the back 
layer, db=O, 100, oo. As can beseen in this figure !)..G starts at zero for the trilayer structure 
(db=O) but for the structure with the non-magnetic back layer (db=100, oo) !)..G has an 
offset for very small thickness of layer M2 created by the exponent with db which is in fact 
the only difference with equation 4.16 (without back layer). This term arises from the spin up 
electrans which now have the possibility to travel through bath layer M2 and NM2 whereas 
in the trilayer case only layer M2 contributed to the spin up conductivity. In the case of an 
infinite backlayer the electrans may experience their full mean free path which leads to 
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Figure 4.11: b.G as a function of magnetic Jayer thickness in our analytica] modelfora back 
Jayer structure with yup = 1, Td = 0.4, ;>..all= 100 A. 

the larger offset in b.G. In figure 4.10 we plotted the local conductivities for the structure 
with the back layer from which we see that there is also a contribution to b.G in the back 
layer. 

When a.lso a part of the spin down electrans is transmitted at the magnetic/non-magnetic 
interface, which means that Td can vary between zero and one, we found equation 4.19. In 
figure 4.11 we plotted b.G as a function of magnetic layer thickness for a back layer of 0, 
100 and (oo) A calculated with our analytica! model. Now we see that for the infinite back 
layer b.G decreases with increasing thickness of the magnetic layer which can also be seen in 
equation 4.21 which is derived from equation 4.19 with db=oo. 

2 dnm ( dm! ) ( d) 2 ( d dm2) b.G = 2C0 ).. e-->.- · 1- e-->.- · 1- T 1 + T e-->.- . (4.21) 

The interface M2/back layer is an extra interface at which spin down electrans can be scat
tered. Thus the electrans which are transmitted at the NM/M2 interface have a possibility Td 
of being scattered at this next interface. This decreases the effective Td and thereby increases 
b.G. However when dm2 becomes large the second interface is further away and thus the 
influence of this extra spin-dependent scattering interface decreases. This leads to a decrease 
in b.G with increasing thickness of the magnetic layer. 

The condusion of this section is that for the structure with the non-magnetic back layer 
with interface spin-dependent scattering, b.G has an offset for small thickness of the second 
magnetic layer and an increase or decrease for larger thickness is on a characteristic length 
scale >.. The main difference with the trilayer structure is the offset in b.G which is the 
fingerprint for interface spin-dependent scattering. 

The influence of ÀNM 

In this subsection we will briefly discuss the implication proposed forinterface selectivity due 
to a different mean free path in the non-magnetic layers, a situation which we will experimen
tally encounter where the Co layer is backed with the more conductive Cu. 

When we assume total interface spin-dependent scattering (Tup = 1, ydown = 0, )..~ = )..~wn) 
and we change the mean free path in the non-magnetic layer the equation for b.G becomes: 

b.G = 2C0 )..e >.NM 1- e-->.- ).. 1- e-->.- + ÀNMe-->.- 1- e >.NM . _..!!.!!!!!... ( dm! ) [ ( dm2 ) dm2 ( _ ~)] (4.22) 
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Again for db -t oo the equation simplities to: 

(4.23) 

from which we see that !::J.G decreases with increasing dm2 if >wM > À which is the case in our 
samples where the magnetic material is cabalt and the non-magnetic material copper. !::J.G is 
seen to be roughly proportional to À in the layer where !::J.G occurs. For small thickness of 
dm2 this is ÀNM while for larger thickness of dm2 !::J.G becomes roughly proportional to À. In 
tigure 4.12 we plotted !::J.G as a function of thickness dm2 in which the behaviour described is 
shown, !::J.G decreases when ÀNM > À and also can beseen that !::J.G increases when ÀNM < À. 
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Figure 4.12: !::J.G as a function of magnetic Jayer thickness for different values of ÀNM calcu
Jated with the analytica] model with db-t oo. 

Bulk spin-dependent scattering 

For the case of bulk spin-dependent scattering the equation for !::J.G is only transparant in 
some limiting cases which we will discuss. We will tirst give the equation for the general case 
where À~= ÀNM =À =1- Àtfwn = Àd and rup = Tdown = 1. 

!::J.G= (4.24) 

Here C1 is a parameter which only depends on the tirst magnetic layer and the spaeer layer 
and is given by: 

Ct= 2Coe-->.- · À 1- e-->.- -À 1- e >.d dnm [ ( dm! ) d ( _dm! ) ] ( 4.25) 

In tigure 4.13 we plotted !::J.G as a function of dm2 for several thicknesses of the back layer 
calculated with our analytica} model. When the backlayer is of infinite thickness the equation 
simplities to 

dnm [ ( dm! ) d ( dm! ) ] ( dm2 ) !::J.G = 2C0e-->.- À 1- e-->.- -À 1- e->:<ï · 1- e->:<ï , ( 4.26) 
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Figure 4.13: t:!J.G as a function of dm2 for three different thicknesses of the back Jayer in the 
analytica] model. Parameters>.~= ÀNM=lOO A, >.'Jw=lO A, rup = Td=l. 

In this case I::!:.G grows with exponentially with characteristic length scale >.d as seen in tig
ure 4.13, in con tradietion with the trilayer structure where l::l.G depends mainly on À up as 
shown in section 4.4.1. Furthermore there is no offset in t:!J.G as in the case of interface spin
dependent scattering. For this limiting case we plotted the conductivity O'(z) for different 
values of dm2 (figure 4.14a-f) as wellas the l::l.G as a function of dm2 (figure 4.14h) where we 
can clearly see an exponential increase with _xd (figure 4.14). Furthermore the l::l.G extends 
to the back layer as in the preceeding cases. Also for a relatively small thickness of the back 
layer the increase in l::l.G with magnetic layer thickness mainly depends on >.d in contradiction 
with the trilayer structure where the charaderistic length scale is >.up, even in the case of bulk 
spin-dependent scattering. This can he understood as follows: with a non-magnetic back layer 
the electrans with spin parallel to the magnetization have a large mean free path which is 
nat limited by scattering at the outer surface because of the back layer. Fora GMR effect to 
occur the mean free pathof the electrans with spin anti-parallel to the magetization must he 
smaller. This is only the case when they scatter in the magnetic layer which means that this 
layer must be thick enough toscatter these electrans with >.d. This also explains why there 
is na offset in l::l.G. 

Comparison with the Camley Barnas model 

In this section we will campare calculations with our analytica! model with calculations with 
the Camley Barnas model to study the qualitative and quantitative agreement. In figure 4.15 
we plotted l::l.G as a function of magnetic layer thickness. Th is is clone for interface (a en b) 
as well as bulk (c end) spin-dependent scattering for the structure with the back layer. The 
qualitative behaviour such as the offset and exponential rise, is well described by our model and 
we checked that this also accounts for all other cases described in this chapter. Furthermore 
we see that the quantitative agreement is reasanabie consiclering the rude approximations we 
made in our model. In condusion we can say that our model is very usefull for a qualitative 
picture of I::!:.G in different structures and with different parameters. 

Conclusions 

In this section we will resume the results of the calculations with the analytica! model and 
the implications for our experimental situation. For the trilayer structure we found bath for 
interface and bulk spin-dependent scattering an increase in l::l.G with magnetic layer thickness 
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Figure 4.14: The local conductivity in the structure with the back Jayer and b.G as a function 
of magnetic Jayer thickness. The arrows denote the increase in thickness of the magnetic 
Jayer and the dotted lines represent the interface between this layer and the back Jayer. The 
structure is shown in (g). 
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between the analytica] model and the Camley Barnas model for 
interface SDS (a en b) and bulk SDS (c en d). 

depending on >.up. Furthermore L).G was found to start of at zero in both situations. For the 
structure with the back layer the situation changes dramatically because now L).G has an offset 
in the case of interface spin-dependent scattering and for bulk spin-dependent scattering it is 
seen to increase with >,down instead of>. up as in the trilayer structure. So with this back layer 
structure we expect to he able to detect interface spin-dependent scattering by an offset in 
L).G. In our experimental situation we have a Cu back layer which implicates that ÀNM > >. 
and thus a decrease in L).G is to he expected for increasing thickness of the magnetic layer, 
provided that the non-magnetic back layer is thick enough for the mean free path of the spin 
up electrons not to he limited by the outer surface of the spin valve. 
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4.5 Reflections at outer surfaces in spin valves 

When specular reflections of electrans at the outer boundaries of a spin-valve occur the trilayer 
structure is effectively reflected until infinity. The structure can be represented as an infinite 
multilayer as depicted in figure 4.16. In the trilayer structure we abserve a relative important 

R=O 

(a) 

(b) 

R=O 

o spin-independent 

• spin-dependent 

Figure 4.16: Schematic representation of a spin valve (a) and an infînite multilayer (b). 
The solid lines represent electron paths with the dots denoting spin-dependent and spin
independent scattering centers. 

contribution from spin-independent scattering at the outer boundaries while for the multilayer 
these boundaries are replaced by spin-dependent scattering interfaces. Thus we expect the 
MR-ratio and !::J.G in multilayers to be larger than in a simple trilayer system. 

With our analytica! model it is nat simply possible to include reflections at the outer 
surfaces and therefore we performed calculations with the Camley Barnas model. As we will 
see below it is generally true that the GMR effect is enlarged by reflections although from the 
behaviour of the GMR as a function of layer thickness one can clearly derive the relevanee of 
specular reflections. 

We will focuss on spin valves with two magnetic layers and the position of the maximum 
as a function of one of the magnetic layers for different reflectivities. We will perfarm calcu
lations on the simple system of a Co/Cu/Co spin valve in which the thickness of one of the 
ferromagne~ic layers is varied and in which we investigated the role of specular reileetion at 
this outer boundary. At last we will perform calculations on the symmetrie spin-valve as used 
by Egelhoff [Ege95] and mentioned in section 2.3.2. 

4.5.1 The influence of specular reflections on ~G 

In this section we will perfarm calculations with the Camley Barnas model on a trilayer 
spin valve where we wm. vary the thickness of one of the ferromagnetic layers as depicted in 
figure 4.17. We will investigate the influence of reflections at the outer interface of this layer 
on !::l.G for both interface and bulk spin-dependent scattering. 

MI NM----::M---::c2=-------' R 

Figure 4.17: Schematic representation of the spin valve structure used in the calculations to 
investigate the influence of reflections. 
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Bulk spin-dependent scattering 

In this subsection we will discuss the behaviour of D.G assuming only bulk spin-dependent 
scattering. In figure 4.18 we plotted D.G as a function of thickness of the second ferromagnetic 
layer for different reflection coefficients at the outer interface of this layer. First we notice 
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Figure 4.18: D.G as a function of ferromagnetic Jayer thickness for different retlectioncoeffi
cients, R, at the outer interface of this layer. Parameters as shown in the figure. 

that D.G is larger for increasing reflectivity. Fram this figure we also see that D.G shows 
an exponential increase with the magnetic layer thickness for which the characteristic length 
decreases if R increases. This can he expained as follows: for R=O the mean free path of the 
spin up electrans is limited by the outer surface and the ferromagnetic layer must he thick 
enough for the spin up electrans to experience their full mean free path. Thus D.G increases 
with characteristic length scale depending on Àup which we already explained insection 4.4.2 
where we discussed the non-magnetic back layer. For R=1 the mean free path of the spin 
up electrans is nat limited by the outer boundary because they reflect specular. However the 
ferromagnetic layer must he thick enough for the spin down electrans to he scattered in this 
layer, and that means that the increase of D.G depends roughly on À d now. The case w he re 
R=0.5 is a combination of bath situations dicussed befare and the increase depends on bath 
Àup and Àd. 

Interface spin-dependent scattering 

In this subsection we will discuss calculations as in the preceeding section now assuming 
only interface spin dependent scattering. In figure 4.19 we plotted b.G as a function of 
ferromagnetic layer thickness for different reflectivities of the outer boundary of this layer. 
Here we see an offset in D.G for the case where specular reflections occur. For R=O D.G 
increaes exponential with characteristic length scale À up as explained in the preceeding section. 
However now the spin down electrans are scattered at the interface and thus for R= 1 the layer 
may he infinitely thin for D.G to he present because the mean free pathof the spin up electrans 
is nat limited by the outer surface on the right, the reason that D.G still increases is caused 
by the fact that the mean free path of the spin up electrans is limited by the outer interface 
on the left of the spin valve after reflecting at the right outer boundary. Again the case for 
which R=0.5 is a combination of bath situations. 

In condusion we expect D.G to show an offset when interface SDS is presentor a relatively 
fast increase with magnetic layer thickness for bulk SDS if reflections occur at the outer 
boundary. In section 8.3 we will use this when we campare spin valves with a Ru top layer 
with spin spin valves without a top layer. 
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Figure 4.19: !:l.G as a function of ferromagnetic layer thickness for different reflectioncoeffi
cients, R, at the outer interface of this layer. Parameters as shown in the figure. 

4.5.2 The symmetrie spin valve 

In this section we will discuss calculations performed on a symmetrie spin valve as used in 
measurements by Egelhoff [Ege95] and mentioned before, a schematic representation of the 
strucure can he seen in figure 4.20 where the arrows denote the variabie thickness of the center 
ferromagnetic layer (M2) and the outer ferromagnetic layer (M3). In figure 4.21 we plotted 

Figure 4.20: Schematic representation of the symmetrie spin valve with the arrows denoting 
the variabie thickness oftwo ferromagnetic layers and Ris the reflectioncoefficient ofthe outer 
boundary. 

!:l.G as a function of magnetic layer thickness dm2 ( the center magnetic layer, dm3=25 A) 
and dm3 (one of the outer magnetic layers, dm2=25 A) forinterface and bulk spin-dependent 
scat tering. We assumed total diffuse scattering at the outer interface of dm3 (a and b) as well 
as total specular reflectivity of this interface (c and d). 

We will first discuss the case of interface spin-dependent scattering and then continue with 
bulk spin-dependent scattering. In figure 4.21a the outer interface is ·non-reflective and this 
interface limits the mean path of the free of the electrans wich is the reason that !:l.G increases 
with thickness ofthis outer layer dm3 with charaderistic length scale ).UP. For variation ofthe 
center magnetic layer the influence of the outer interface is less important and !:l.G is almast 
saturated for very small thickness of this layer. However when the outer interface reflects the 
electrans specular (figure 4.2lc) this does not influence the behaviour as a function of dm2 
but for variation of dm3 the situation changes. The mean free path of the spin up electrans 
is no longer limited and !:l.G is also saturated for very small layer thickness. 

In figure 4.21b we assumed only bulk spin-dependent scattering and complete diffuse 
scattering at the outer interface. For variation of dm2 we see a relatively fast exponential 
increase with charaderistic length ).d. The spin up electrans are not limited and the layer just 
has to he thick enough toscatter the spin down electrons for the GMR-effect to he present. As 
a function of dm3 we see a slower exponential increase because the factor that determines the 
magnitude of !:l.G is now ).UP due tothefact that the outer interface limits the mean free path 
of these spin up electrans which also limits tlG. Again for total specular reflections at the 
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Figure 4.21: b..G as a function of thickness of the center magnetic layer (dm2) and one of 
the outer magnetic layers (dm3). Parameters: bulk SDS: À~= ÀNM=lOO A, À'Áf=lO A, 
Tup = Td ~ 1. Interface SDS: ).a11=100 A, Tup = 1, Td = 0.2. 

outer interface (figure 4.21d) the situation for variation of dm2 does nat change significantly. 
For variation of dm3 the limiting factor for b..G is the fact that the layer must be thick 
enough for the spin down electrans to be scattered which means the exponential increase is 
with charaderistic length Àd. The mean free path of the spin up electrans is nat limited by 
the outer interface because of the reflectivity and thus ).UP has a very small influence on the 
increase of b..G. In figure 4.22 we plotted the data from the experiment of Egelhoff [Ege95] 
where we see that position of the maximum in the MR is reached forsmaller thickness of the 
two outer magnetic layers and is braader and at larger thickness of the center magnetic layer. 
These data are in qualitative agreement with our calculations assuming specular reflections 
at the outer interface and bulk spin-dependent scattering as can be seen in figure 4.23 where 
we plotted the MR-ratio as a function of magnetic layer thickness for the case described 
in figure 4.21d. Thus we conclude that the data of Egelhoff can be explained by specular 
reflections at the outer interface of the magnetic layers with the Niü layer and assuming also 
bulk spin-dependent scattering. 
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interface and assuming only bulk SDS. Parameters as in tigure 4.21. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental setup 

5.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we will discuss the experimental methods used to characterize our samples and 
toperfarm the magnetoresistance measurements. For magnetic characterization we used Squid 
measurements and for information about structure and texture of our samples we performed 
X-ray measurements. Furthermore we will discuss the samples and in particular the way to 
change between parallel and anti-parallel configuration. 

5.2 Spin-valve production 

Our samples are produced by High Vacuum (HV) magnetron sputtering. In this technique 
the matcrials to he sputtered are present in the sputter chamber on a target. Above these 
targets an Argon plasma is present. By putting a voltage on the target this is bombarded with 
high energetic particles and particles are ejected and subsequently condensed on a substrate. 
An Argon plasma is chosen because Argon is an inert gas and therefore will nat react with 
the target materiaL The plasma is generated by a large DC or AC voltage between target 
and magnetron (a metal plate) and confined by a magnetic field. A schematic representation 
of the sputtering apparatus is shown in figure 5.1 [Bloe93]. The samples are deposited on a 
substrate of which glass, Si or Si02 are the most commonly used and usually the dimensions 
are 4x 12 mm2 • The samples are usually grown in series of ten. For samples that are exchange
biased as will he explained in section 5.3.3 it is necessary to apply a magnetic field during 
growth which is clone by placing permanent magnets around the substrate. This reduces the 
number of samples that can be grown during one run to a maximum of six due to lack of 
room. We have a maximum of three different matcrials for each sample to he sputtered. The 
samples are sputtered at Philips Research Laboratodes in Eindhoven by H. Munsters. 

sample holder 

+ + 
InTinT 

target 

(a) 

anode 

(b) 

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation ofthe most important parts ofthe sputtering apparatus 
with targets, shutters and sample holders (a) and a detailed Jayout ofthe target (b) [Bloe93}. 
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5.3 Spin-valve design 

To measure a giant magnetoresistance effect it is necessary to change from an anti-parallel to 
a parallel alignment of the magnetizations in the magnetic layers. There are several ways to 
achieve this. Here we will discuss three of these methods. 

5.3.1 Anti-ferromagnetic coupling 

The first option for an anti-parallel orientation is to make use of the magnetic coupling between 
two magnetic layers separated by a non-magnetic layer. For certain thicknesses of the spaeer 
layer the coupling is anti-ferromagnetic and consequently the magnetizations of the layers 
are aligned. anti-parallel at zero field. This effect was first discovered by Grünberg [Grün86) 
in 1986. By applying a magnetic field strong enough to overcome the coupling strength 
the alignment will change to parallel. This methad has the disadvantage that anti-parallel 
alignment in zero field is very sensitive to the thickness and quality of the spaeer layer. 
The coupling oscillates rapidly between ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic for spaeer layer 
thickness. This is disadvantageous for GMR studies when one requires a well-defined anti
parallel state of magnetization. 

5.3.2 Coupling to a third magnetic layer 

Another way of achieving a change from parallel to anti-parallel alignment of the magnetiza
tions of the layers is coupling to a third magnetic layer, the system Ml/NM* /M2/N~/M3 
in tigure 5.2, in which can be seen that the system consists of two spin-valves, M3/NM* /M2 
and M2/NM/Ml. In the bottorn part of the structure, M3/NM* /M2 the mag~etic layers 
M3 and M2 are coupled anti-ferromagnetically over the non-magneti-e layer NM*. Because 
the thickness of layer M3 is chosen larger than that of layer M2, layer M3 will align parallel 
to a magnetic field whereas layer M2 will align anti-parallel to a magnetic field due to the 
coupling. For large fields the coupling will be overcome and the layers will align parallel. 

The second part of the structure consistsof the system M2/NM/Ml and here the thickness 
of the non-magnetic layer is thick enough to ensure that the two magnetic layers M2 and 
Ml are nat coupled. Thus layer Ml is a magnetically free layer and will always have it's 
magnetization aligned parallel to a, magnetic field whereas the magnetization of layer M2 is 
determined by the system M3/NM* /M2 as explained before. In tigure 5.2 also a theoretica} 
magnetization curve of this system is shown. In our experiments we used the system 75 Co/6 
Ru/25 Co/30 Cu/t Co (thicknesses in À.) in which t Co represents the free co layer. Because 
we are only interested in the magnetoresistance properties of the Co/Cu/Co spin valve, the 
remainder of the stack should nat produce a sizable MR. This requirement is met in our 
structure where the magnetoressistance of the 25 Co/30 Cujt Co spin-valve is in the order of 
a few percent at 300 K whereas the magnetoresistance of the 75 Co/6 Ru/25 Co spin-valve is 
much smaller (~ 0.2%. [Wil95], [Strij95]). 

5.3.3 Exchange biasing 

A third way to obtain anti-parallel alignment is exchange biasing to an anti-ferromagnetic 
layer. When a magnetic layer adjoins an anti-ferromagnetic layer the magnetization of the 
magnetic layer has a preferenee direction which means that the direction of magnetization 
can only be reversed by applying a large magnetic field. This causes the magnetization curve 
of the layer to be shifted over Hex as can be seen in tigure 5.3. Also the coercitive field 
of the layer is usually larger in exchange biased layers. This causes the two layers to have 
different hystereses loops and thus an anti-parallel alignment for small magnetic fields. This 
can be seen in tigure 5.3 where also the magnetization curve of the total system is shown. A 
few examples of a combinations of a ferromagnet and an anti-ferromagnet which are suitable 
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Figure 5.2: The spin-valve design and theoretica] magnetiazation curve for coupling toa third 
magnetic layer. 

for exchange biasing are NiO/Co, NiO/NiFe and FeMn/NiFe. For more information about 
exchange biasing see also [Coeh96], [Land95]. 

M 

B B 
Hc 1 

Figure 5.3: The spin-valve design and theoretica] magnetization curve for an exhange biased 
spin-valve and the individual parts. 

5.4 Magnetoresistance measurements 

The method used for the magnetoresistance measurements is the four-point contact method. 
This means that different contacts are used for current supply and voltage measurement. The 
sample size is 4x 12 mm2 and the current contacts are 7.5 mm apart and in the direction of 
the long side of the sample. The geometry is shown in figure 5.4. The requirements for this 
geometry are: the point contacts must he far from the outer boundaries of the sample so that 
the sample can he considered as an infinite area of uniform current density when the thickness 
is small. Furthermore the diameter of the contacts must he small with respect to their distance 
from one another. These requirements are fulfilled in our setup [Wied79], [Qian94]. Instead 
of using the absolute resistance of the sample we used the so-called ·sheet-resistance which 
simplifies the comparison with other samples. When the sample thickness is much smaller 
than the contact distance (h ~ 1), the sample can he considered as two-dimensional. The 
resistance R can than he written in termsof conductivity o- in the following farm: 

l 
R = bha-· (5.1) 
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Figure 5.4: Schematic overview of the sample and the contacts. 

Here b is the width of the sample {4 mm), l the distance between the voltage cantacts {2.5 
mm) and h the sample thickness. The sheet-resistance is defined as: 

b 1 1 
Rs =- ·R=- = -, 

l ha Gs 

where G 8 is the sheet-conductivity. 
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Figure 5.5: Schematic overview of the measurement equipment. 

{5.2) 

A schematic overview of the equipment used to perfarm magnetoresistance measurements 
is shown in figure 5.5. The sample is placed in a flow-cryostat which can he caoled with liquid 
helium and heated by a heater near the sample. In this way the temperature can he varied 
between 10 K and 350 K. The cryostat is placed between the coils of an electramagnet with 
which the magnetic field can he swept between 1.35 and -1.35 T. The field is in the plane 
of the layers and always perpendicular to the current direction. During the sweep of the 
magnetic field the resistance of the sample is measured via an AC lock-in technique at 80 Hz. 
Two pressure cantacts on the sample act as a current supply, the voltage Vin is measured by 
two other pressure contacts. The resistance is then R = Vin/ I. First the voltage in zero field 
is measured and then substracted with a compensation voltage with the same frequency and 
phase. The voltage measured is then amplified by a factor 100 or 1000. Now the measurement 
is started and the magnetoresistance can he measured as a variation around zero due to the 
compensation. This has the advantage that the lock-in can he used at a higher sensitivity. 
Almast all of the equipment can he operated from a PC linked to the Phydas system. 
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5.5 Squid measurements 

For magnetization characterisation of our samples we used SQUID measurements. With 
this methad we were able measure the magnetization of our samples as a funtion of applied 
magnetic field. The word squid stands for Superconducting QUanturn Interference Device 
and makes use of superconducting piek-up coils to measure a ferromagnetic hysteresis curve 
with which the total magnetic moment of the sample can he determined with an extremely 
high sensitivity of 10-7 emu which is equivalent to 0.015 A ferromagnetic Co of a 4x 12 mm2 

sample. With these measurement we can obtain information about magnetic properties of our 
samples and in particular about the thickness of magnetic layers in our samples and about 
coercive and exchange biasing fields. For more information about the squid see [Bong95]. 

5.6 X-ray diffraction 

For determ~nation of the texture and structure of our samples we made use of X-ray diffraction 
measurements (XRD). A sample is exposed to X-rays from a Cu souree (.X=l.541 and À=l.544 
A). The rays are incident on the sample under an angle 0 as can heseen in figure 5.6. In the 
0-20 geometry the outcoming rays are detected under an angle of20. Constructive interference 
takes place as rays reflecting at different crystal planes or layer interfaces match the Bragg-law: 

2dsin(O) = nÀ (n = 1, 2, 3, .. ). (5.3) 

Here d is the distance between the following crystal planes or interfaces. Using this tech
nique we are able todetermine information about crystal orientation, lattice parameters and 
thickness of a sample. 

souree detector 

sample 

Figure 5.6: The 0-20 geometry for X-ray diffraction measurements. 
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Chapter 6 

Detection of interface SDS with a 
back layer 

6.1 Introd netion 

In this chapter we will discuss the results of our measurements of samples with the Cu back 
layer. As already explained in chapter 4 we are able to detect interface spin-dependent scat
tering in a spin valve with a non-magnetic back layer by means of a large b..G for thin Co 
layers. The samples discussed in this chapter are Co/Cu/Co spin valves with one layer anti
ferromagnetically coupled to a third magnetic layer and we will analyse the data with a Cu 
back layer with respect to the role of interface spin-dependent scattering. With the Squid 
measurements performed on these samples with variabie magnetic layer thickness we will first 
discuss the magnetic behaviour, in particular when the ferromagnetic layer thickness becomes 
very small. 

6.2 Sample design 

We have grown four series of samples with a Cu back layer where we varied the thickness of the 
Cu back layer per serie of ten samples todetermine the influence of this layer in more detail 
and to check the back layer function. We varied the thickness of the second magnetic layer 
in each series to determine interface SDS, if interface spin-dependent scattering is present we 
expect to see an offset in b..G for small thicknesses, t of the second magnetic layer when a Cu 
back layer is used. The thicknesses of the back layer are db=O A (samples 950601-950610), 
100 A (samples 9505129-9505138), 200 A (samples 9505139-9505148 and 9507137-9507146) 
and 400 A (samples 9507124-9507133). A schematic representation of the samples is shown in 
figure 6.1. The samples are grown on a Si02 substrate and have the dimensions 4x 12 mm 2 . To 
obtain a possibility to switch from anti-parallel to parallel alignment of the magnetizations 
we chose for coupling of magnetic layer 25 A Co to a third magnetic layer as dicussed in 
section 5.3.2. 

6.3 Magnetic characterization 

Because of the fact that we are particularly interested in the b..G for. small thickness of the 
second magnetic layer we investigated the magnetic properties of our samples using the Squid. 
With these measurements we will try to determine the magnetic properties of these very thin 
layers since it is known from literature that thin ferromagnetic layers may behave different 
from the bulk material which in turn could affect the magnetoresistance behaviour. 

We performed squid measurements (at 300 K) on the samples with the 200 A Cu back layer 
(system 75 .A Cof 6 A Ru/25 A Co/ 30 A Cu/tA Co/ 200 A Cu). A typical result of such a 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation ofthe samples used todetermine the influence of a Cu 
back Jayer. 

measurement is shown in figure 6.2. For large fields where I B I ~ 0.6 T the magnetizations of 
all three magnetic layers are aligned in the direction of the applied field. For magnetic fields 
I B I ~ 0.6 T the magnetization of the second magnetic layer M2 changes to anti-parallel 
with respect to the magnetic field and the magnetization of the other magnetic layers which 
is completed at 0.2 T. At zero field the magnetizations of all the layers change direction. 
From the squid measurements we can thus explicitly determine the total thickness of the 
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Figure 6.2: A typical squid measurement forthese samples. 

three magnetic layers (nominal thickness lOO+t A) and the thickness of the second magnetic 
layer (nominal thickness 25 A), but we cannot determine directly the thickness of the third 
magnetic layer in which we are particularly interested. The total thickness follows from the 
saturation moment and the thickness of the second magnetic layer can he determined from 
the difference in magnetic moment at saturation and the plateau (see figure 6.2). At high 
fields all magnetizations are aligned parallel and we measure all layers (Ml+M2+M3, with 
e.g. Ml the magnetic moment of the first magnetic layer). At the plateau the direction of 
magnetization of the second layer is changed and is anti-parallel to that of the first and third 
layer. This implicates that at the plateau we measure Ml+M3-M2 which leadstoa difference 
between Msat - Mplateau=2 · M2. In figure 6.3 we plotted the total thickness of the three 
magnetic layers and the thickness of the second magnetic layer as a function of the nominal 
total thickness. From this figure we see that the thickness of the layers as determined by the 
Squid measurements is less than the nominal thickness but also we abserve that the data for 
the samples with the smallest thickness of the third magnetic layer do not differ more from 
the nominal thickness than the other samples. From the data of the thickness of the second 
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magnetic layer we can conclude that within the standard deviation these layers are of the 
same thickness for all samples. The arrows in the figure denote roughly the difference from 
the nominal thickness from which we see that the second magnetic layer is approximately 3 À 
thinner than the nominal thickness whereas the total thickness differs on the average 12 À 
from the nomina! thickness. 
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Figure 6.3: Thickness of the three magnetic Jayers, of the second magnetic Jayer and of Jayer 
1 +3 as a function of total nomina] thickness. The solid Jin es are guides to the eye and the 
dotted lines represent the ideal situation (nomina] thickness). 

The thickness of the third magnetic layer cannot be explicitly determined from the Squid 
measurements because the magnetization is always parallel to that of the first magnetic layer. 
Thus todetermine this thickness we have to make an assumption about growth conditions of 
the different layers in a sample or about growth conditions of the samples compared to one 
another. The most realistic assumption is that the ratio of sputtered thickness and nominal 
thickness is the same per sample but may differ from sample to sample. With this ratio we 
can also determine the thickness of alllayers seperate in each sample. This assumption seems 
reasanabie because the samples are grown one at a time. Thus we take the ratio of layer 1 
and 2 of each sample to be t1:t2=75:25 which is the nominal ratio. 

t1nominal 

t2nominal 
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This leads us to an equation for t3: 

t3 = ttota/ - tl - t2 

and with tl=3·t2 this implies: 

t3 = ttota/ - 4 · t2. 

(6.2) 

The results obtained using this method are shown in figure 6.4 where we plotted the thickness 
of the third layer as a function of nominal thickness of this layer (a) and also the thickness 
of the first layer as a function of total nominal thickness. As can he seen from this figure the 
thickness of the first magnetic layer is ± 8 A smaller than the nominal thickness. Furthermore 
we see that the sample with the 3 A Co layer deviates from the rest of the series in the sense 
that the thickness is thinner than the nominal thickness while for the other samples it IS 

almost the .same. 
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Figure 6.4: Thickness of the first and third magnetic Jayer as a function of nomina/ thickness. 
The solid lines are guides to the eye and the dotted lines represent the ideal situation (nomina/ 
thickness). 

If a dead layer is present at a Co/Ru interface we would expect layer 1 and 2 to he thinner 
than the nominal thickness and we would not expect to see this for layer 3. This is in good 
agreement with our data when we assume a magnetkal dead layer of± 3 A at each Co/Ru 
interface. This would thus explain the data (2 Co/Ru interfaces for Ml, and one Co/Ru 
interface for M2) except for the 3 A Co layer which is seen to deviate from the line assuming 
only dead layers at the Co/Ru interface. This is a factor we have to take into account when we 
study ~G and MR-ratio results of the samples with the smalllayer thickness. However from 
literature it is known [Bad94] that the Curie-temperature might decrease for very thin layers 
which would explain the lossof magnetic moment as seen for the 3 A Co layer. Furthermore 
it is possible that this layer is not closed but consists of clusters which are more difficult to 
saturate and react slow to an applied magnetic field. 
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6.4 Results of magnetoresistance measurements 

In this section we will present the results of the magnetoresistance measurements on the 
samples with the Cu back layer. First we will check the function of the Cu back layer which 
is intended to he used as a probe for !:l.G. Therefore we plotted !:l.G as a function of thickness 
(db) of the Cu back layer. This is clone for the samples from the different series with a Co 
layer thickness of 4 A in figure 6.5 and can also he clone for other thicknesses of this layer. 
From the increase in !:l.G with increasing back layer thickness we see that this back layer 
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Figure 6.5: !:l.G as a function of back Jayer thickness for the samples with Co Jayer of 4 A. 
The line is an exponential fit and Ç is the characteristic lenght scale of this exponent. 

indeed probes !:l.G as predicted in chapter 4. From equations 4.19, 4.24 can heseen that !:l.G 
increases exponential with back layer thickness. This can also heseen in figure 6.5 where the 
dotted line is an exponential fit. In Appendix B we will go into further detail on the analysis 
of this exponent and determine the mean free path in the back layer from this data. The 
condusion of this first result is that the concept of using a non-magnetic back layer to probe 
!:l.G works and that only a relatively thin back layer is needed to probe !:l.G. At a constant 
back layer thickness, we will now focus on the variation of the ferromagnetic layer with which 
we hope to observe the relevanee of interface spin-dependent scattering. 

In this respect we plotted a typical result of !:l.G as a function of magnetic layer thickness 
for the samples with the 200 A back layer measured at 300 K in .figure 6.6. From this 
figure we can directly conetude from the very rapid increase within a few monolayers in !:l.G 
that interface spin-dependent scattering is important in Co/Cu spin valves. Furthermore we 
plotted a typical MR measurement of one of the samples (b). This figure shows two plateaus 
where the magnetizations are aligned anti-parallel and a parallel alignment at high fields (see 
section 5.3.2 for this behaviour). 

In figure 6.7a-d we plotted ó.G as a function of magnetic layer thickness measured at 
different temperatures. In figure 6.8a-d we plotted the MR-ratio for all these measurements. 
We only measured the series of samples with the 200 A Cu back layer at 100 and 200 K and 
for clarity the MR-ratios for the samples without the back layer are not shown. The broad 
impressions from this figure are that the rapid increase in !:l.G is always presentand depends on 
the back layer thickness and also on temperature. The behaviour at small ferromagnetic layer 
thickness should he most essential in view of the interface selective probe of spin-dependent 
scattering and will he discussed in more detail in the next section. Furthermore we see that 
the behaviour for larger magnetic layer thickness also depends on back layer thickness and 
temperature. For example ó.G is seen to increase for the series with the 100 A back layer and 
seen to decrease for the series with the 400 A back layer at 10 K and room temperature. This 
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Figure 6.6:· ó.G as a function of magnetic layer thickness for the series with the 200 A Cu 
back layer measured at 300 K (a) and a typkal magnetoresistance curve as a function of the 
applied field (b). 

behaviour will he dicussed in section 6.4.2. 

6.4.1 !:;,.G for very thin Co layers 

We saw that ó.G and the MR-ratio show a fast increase for thin Co layers. The length scale on 
which this increase takes place is seen to he temperature dependent and is most conveniently 
investigated from the behaviour of the MR-ratio in which the scatter of the data is smaller 
than for ó.G (see figures 6.7 and 6.8). This is because the MR-ratio is normalized to the 
conductivity in parallel alignment which filters out minor deviations in the quality of the 
samples. As a result of this we will use the MR-ratio to determine the length scale, Ç of the 
fast increase in the MR-ratio for thin magnetic layers by fitting the data points for Co layers 
up to ±20 A with a single exponential function: 

MR-ratio = MRo · (1- exp (- t~o)). (6.3) 

This can he seen in figure 6.9a where we plotted the MR-ratio of the series with the 200 A 
back layer ~ a function of Co thickness at 10 and 300 K as an example. In figure 6.9b we 
plotted Ç as a function of temperature for the series with the 100, 200 and 400 A back layer. 
We first notice that Ç is of the order of 1-2 ML which indicates that it is determined by the 
interface. Also we see that for all series Ç increases with temperature which rules out the 
conneetion between Ç and any bulk mean free path which should decrease with increasing 
temperature. In this respect we plotted in figure 6.10 the magnetoresistance as a function of 
applied magnetic field for the smallest thickness of the third magnetic layer (t3=3, 4, 5 A) 
for the series with the 200 A back layer. We see that for the sample with the 3 A cabalt layer 
no complete antiparallel contiguration is obtained which follows from the fact that there is 
no plateau in the magnetoresistance curve. Furthermore we see that also saturation is nat 
reached at a field of 1.35 T. Th is indicates that this 3 A layer might nat he a closed layer 
but might consist of clusters of cobalt. If the layer consists of clusters this would indeed lead 
toa higher saturation field as seen in figure 6.10. Also from the squid measurements we saw 
that these data could be explained by assuming the layer to consist. of clusters. Willekens 
et. al. [Wil95) investigated Co/Cu spin valves with intentionally intermixed regions and 
concluded that in these regions there is no strong spin-dependent scattering. This would 
explain the lower MR-ratio and b.G found for the samples with the very thin Co layers in our 
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Figure 6.7: b..G as a function of magnetic Jayer thickness for all series of samples (a-d). 
Measurements at 10, 100, 200 and 300 K. All the lines are guides to the eye. 

experiments. Also the temperature dependenee can he explained by this assumption because 
for higher temperatures the (spin-independent) scattering probability increases. 

Another possible explanation is a decrease of the Curie-temperature as reported in lit
erature [Bad94) for very thin ferromagnetic layers which could indicate loss of long range 
ferromagnetism. 

In condusion we notice that the fast increase in ó.G for these thin layers is caused by 
the formation of entirely closed magnetic layers and can certainly not he attributed to bulk 
spin-dependent scattering due to the temperature dependence. 

Now we will concentrate on the magnitude of the step-like behayiour of ó.G since this 
might yield additive information on the interface character of spin-dependent scattering. To 
determine the offset in ó.G without taking into account the drop we extrapolate the behaviour 
for thicker Co layers to the axis tc0 =Ü. The offset found with this method is taken to he the 
offset for the i deal case of perfect thin layers. In figure 6.11a we plotted b..G0 ( the offset in b..G) 
as a function of back layer thickness for measurements at 10 and 300 K and in figure 6.1lb 
we plotted ~Go as a function of temperature for the series with the 200 A back layer. As can 
he seen in the figure ó.G0 increases with thickness of the back layer. The reason for this is 
that the electrans which are not scattered at the interface have a langer effective mean free 
path determined by the thickness of the back layer. From the calculations with our analytica! 
model we can determine from equations 4.19 and 4.22 the offset in b..G for the case of a 
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variabie Td and a different mean free path in the back layer respectively. This leads to: 

b.Go 2CoÀ2e_d~m (1-e-d~t) · [(1-Tdf(1+Td)- (1-Td) (1+Td2)e-!!f~6.4) 

b.Go = 2CoÀÀNMe_>-d;~ (1- e-d~t) · (1- e- >.~bM), 

respectively. As can he seen from these equations b.G0 depends on several parameters such 
as À, ÀNM, Td which are not explicitly known. Furthermore we did not take into account 
a possible contribution which would lead to an extra dependenee on Àd and the possibility 
that Tup might not he one. The increase with db, however, is exponential with a length scale 
which depends on the mean free path in this layer. From the exponential fits with the function 
b.Go = ~Go0(1- exp( -db/f.)) we find Ç = 615 ± 380 À for T=10 K and Ç = 183 ± 120 À for 
T=300 K. From calculations with the Camley Barnas model we can find a relationship between 
Ç and ÀNM and thus determine the mean free path in the back layer. This analysis is performed 
in Appendix B where we also performed the analysis fora non-zero magnetic layer. However, 
due to the few data points and a large uncertainty in the determination the results of this 
analysis are rather uncertain. 

We now return to figure 6.11b where we plotted ~Go as a function of temperature. We 
see that the offset in b.G increases with decreasing temperature. When we assume that the 
transmissioJl coefficients Tup and Tdown do not depend on temperature only the mean free 
paths in the different layers change with temperature. From equation 6.4 we see that ~Go 
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Figure 6.10: Magnetoresistance measurements for three different thicknesses of the third 
magnetic layer (measurements at 300 K). 

indeed increases with increasing mean free path. However it depends on both the mean free 
path in the magnetic (Co) and non-magnetic (Cu) layers. Purthermare we did not include bulk 
spin-dependent scattering in the equation but we might expect that also .À down is of infl uence on 
tiG0 • This makes further analysis and determination of spin-dependent scattering parameters 
as Td very difficult. 

In condusion we can say that the offset in tiG can he ascribed to interface spin-dependent 
scattering. The behaviour of this offset as a function of back layer thickness and temperature 
can he explained with the calculations with the analytica! model but determination of inter
fadal parameters from these measurements is difficult because of the variety of parameters. 

6.4.2 The behaviour of !:l.G for larger Co thicknesses 

In this section we will discuss the behaviour of tiG for larger thickness of the Co layer and 
try to explain it qualitative with our model. From figure 6.7 we see that tiG may increase, 
decrease or remain almast constant for increasing magnetic layer thickness depending on back 
layer thickness and temperature. 

As can he seen in figure 6. 7 tiG saturates to the same value, independent of thickness of the 
Cu back layer and only depending on temperature. This can he explained by our calculations 
from chapter 4. When we only consider the case of interface spin-dependent scattering with 
variabie Td (equation 4.19) and a different .ÀNM (equation 4.22) and for bath equations take 
the limit for dm2 -+ oo we find for the saturation value of tiG: 

1 2 dnm ( dm!) ( d) 2 tiGsat = 240'o.À e-->.- 1- e-->.- 1- T (6.5) 
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fits as expained in the text (a) and temperature (b). 

for bath situations respectively. We see that in neither case !:lG sat depends on the back layer 
thickness. We may understand this from the fact that the contribution to !:lG is generated 
behind the Co/Cu interface and thus for large Co thickness only in the Co layer. 

We will now first discuss briefly the results for the series without the Cu back layer and 
then continue with the series with the back layer. As already shown in chapter 4 and suggested 
by Parkin [Par94] and Strijkers [Strij95] it is possible to fit !:lG with an exponential function 

!:lG = !:lGo +A· (1- exp(-tjÇ)). (6.6) 

When we do this we find Ç=24±3 and {=52±9 for T=300 K and T=10 K respectively. With 
calculations with the Camley Barnas model it is possible to relate this Ç to À do. The difference 
between Ç and >..up is roughly a factor 2 and from more thorough investigation with the Camley 
Barnas model we find >..6o=50 and 143 À for T=300 and 10 K respectively. The complete 
analysis can be found in Appendix A. 

These values are rather small compared to values mentioned in literature [Strij95],[Dien93] 
so we will campare our measurements with those performed by Strijkers who measured samples 
which are produced in the samesputterdoek and can thus be compared to ours. In tigure 6.12 
we plotted bath our data as well as those from Strijkers, who measured spin valves with a 
Ru-harrier shifting through the Co layer thereby increasing the active part of this Co layer 
[Strij95]. From this tigure we conclude that the results obtained by us are in good agreement 
with those obtained by Strijkers and we attribute the difference in values found for >..6o to the 
small range of Co thickness used in our experiments which makes fitting unreliable. 

When we study the results of the measurements with the Cu back layer we see that for 
tB=100 and 200 À !:lG increases after the fast exponential increase for small thickness of the 
Co layer while for tB=400 À !:lG is seen to decrease for larger Co thickness. The reason that 
this decrease can not be seen for back layer thickness of 100 and 200 À is that in those cases 
the mean free path of the electrans is limited by the diffuse scattering Cu/Ru interface at the 
end of the Cu back layer (see also tigure 4.9 insection 4.4.2). 

From our calculations in chapter 4 we saw that a decrease in !:lG can have two causes, the 
mean free path in the back layer is larger than the mean free path in the magnetic layer and 
a non-zero transmission coefficient for the spin-down electrons. In the case of a capper back 
layer and a cabalt magnetic layer the mean free path in the back layer is indeed larger than in 
the magnetic layer. The decrease of !:lG in this case is caused by the fact that !:laco < !:lacu 
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Figure 6.12: b.G as a function of Co thickness of 75 A Co I 6 A Ru I 25 A Co I 30 A Cu I 
t A Co (open squares) and 75 A Co I 6 A Ru I 25 A Co I 30 A Cu I t A Co I 2 A Ru I 
(250-t) A Co (solid circles), data from Strijkers [Strij95}. 

and for thicker Co layer !::.G is generated in the Co layer instead of in the Cu back layer (for 
small thickness of the Co layer). This can also beseen in figure 4.12 in section 4.4.2. 

Also a non zero transmission coefficient for the spin down electrans might lead to a decrease 
in !::.G with increasing magnetic layer thickness due the the decreasing influence of an extra 
spin-dependent scattering interface of this layer with the back layer. It seems reasanabie from 
data from literature that Td is non-zero and that this also contributes to the decrease in !::.G. 
In chapter 4 we see from equation 4.19 and 4.22 that the decreasein first order approximation 
is proportional to 

dm2 

!::.G IX ÀMTde >.M (6.7) 
dm2 

f::l.G IX ÀNMe >.M 

for non-zero Td and different ÀNM respectively. So the decrease in b.G is expected to be 
caused mainly by a larger ÀNM and no conclusions on the value of Tdown can be drawn on 
basis of these data because the effect of a non-zero Tdown would be exceeded by the effect of 
!:l.aco < !:l.acu. 

In condusion we would like to notice that with a 100 or 200 A back layer we do nat 
reach the maximum offset in !:l.G due to effects of the outer surface which are still present. 
Evenfora 400 A back layer we do nat know if the effects of the outer surface are completely 
vanished. An 'infinite' back layer would be preferabie because this simplifies interpretation 
of the data as also seen in chapter 4. A thicker back layer however has the disadvantage that 
the resistivity of the system decreases due the the high conduction in this layer which could 
give rise to experimental problems in measuring the resistance. ilowever to probe interface 
spin-dependent scattering only a relatively thin back layer of 100 A is needed to see the offset 
in !::.G. Purthermare we were able to explain the results for larger Co thickness qualitative 
with our analytica! model in terms of the ditTerenee in >.. and ÀN M and a non-zero Td. 
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6.5 Conclusions and discussion 

We investigated spin valves with a non magnetic back layer to determine the preserree of in
terface spin dependent scattering in Co/Cu spin valves. In chapter 4 we showed that interface 
spin-dependent scattering would lead to an offset in ö.G for thin Co layers in the spin valves 
with a non-magnetic back layer. In our measurements we have observed a very fast increase 
in ö.G and on the basis of temperature dependent measurements we were able to exclude 
the possibility that this is caused by bulk spin-dependent scattering and it seemed that the 
formation of a closed magnetic layer is responsible for the observed saturation lengths of only 
a few A. Therefore we concluded that in Co/Cu spin valves interface spin-dependent scat
tering is an important mechanism for the GMR-effect. Parkin [Par93] inserted thin layers of 
another magnetic material at the magnetic layer/non-magnetic layer interface in spin valves 
to determine the origin of spin-dependent scat tering. This methad has the disadvantage that 
the interface effect of two different interfaces (Co/Cu and NisoFe2o/Cu) are compared and 
furthermore an extra interface is created between the two magnetic layers of which the influ
ence on the giant magnetoresistance is not known. Furthermore the bulk effect when present 
in the original magnetic layer is always included in the measurements which makes the in
terpretation of the data very difficult. Parkin concluded on basis of his experiments that no 
bulk spin-dependent scattering is present in Co layers whereas Dieny [Dien93] concluded that 
bulk spin-dependent scattering must be present in Co layers to explain the increaese in ö.G 
for the insertion of thicker Co layers at the NiFe/Cu interface. 

With our methad of using the back layer we are able to undoubtly prove the preserree 
of interface spin-dependent scattering which was our main purpose. We were also able to 
explain our results with our analytica! model which thus proved to describe our spin valves 
qualitatively well. As could be seen from the measurements and also was established in 
chapter 4 the influence of Àcu is significant which makes the interpretation of data in the 
form of a qualitative estimate for Tup /Tdown and X'6o/ NtJ;:n very difficult. A salution to this 
problem would be to use a non-magnetic back layer with the same mean free path as that of 
the magnetic layer. In that case an increase or decrease of ö.G for thicker magnetic layers can 
be related to either bulk spin-dependent scattering or Tdown which might make deduction of 
these parameters possible. 
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Chapter 7 

Comparison of Co/Cu and 
Nisofe2o/Cu spin valves using a 
back layer 

7.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we will discuss our measurements on exchange biased spin valves with a 
Cu back layer in which we used Co and N i80Fe20 as magnetic materiaL We thus hope 
to detect interface spin-dependent scattering in N isoFe20 fCu spin valves and campare the 
results with Co/Cu spin valves. The motivation of this investigation is to obtain information 
about the relative importance of interface spin-dependent scattering in Co/Cu spin valves 
compared to NisoFe2o/Cu spin valves. We will first discuss the sample design in section 7.2 
and in section 7.3 we will discuss the squid measurements after which we will discuss the 
magnetoresistance results in section 7.4. 

7.2 Sample design 

The samples discussed in this chapter have the composition as depicted in tigure 7.1 where 
the magnetic material is either Co or N is0Fe20 but with bath magnetic layers of the same 
materiaL The bottorn magnetic layer is exchange biased to the bottorn NiO layer as explained 

100 ANiO 

200ACu 

tAM 
20ACu 
20AM 

500 A NiO 

Figure 7.1: Sample design for the exchange biased samples with the Cu back layer where the 
magnetic material can be Co or NisoFe20· 

in section 5.3.3 and the top NiO layer is to prevent the sample from oxidation. As mentioned 
insection 7.2 these exchange biased samples require to be grown in field thereby reducing the 
amount of samples to be grown in one run to six. We have grown two series of six samples 
with both Co and N isoFe2o· The thickness of the first series ranging from 4 A to 25 A (sample 
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numbers 9509135-9509140 and 9509128-9509133 for Co/Cu and N isoFe2o/Cu respectively) 
and the second from 25 À to 150 À (sample numbers 9509141-9509146 and 9509122-9509127 
for Co/Cu and Ni80 Fe20 jCu respectively). All samples are grown on a 4x12 mm2 glass 
substrate. The bottorn Niü layer is grown at 200°C after which it is left to cool down for 45 
minutes and the spin valve is grown. 

7.3 Magnet ie characterization 

Also on these samples we performed squid measurements to characterise the magnetic prop
erties. With these measurements we are able to determine magnetic- behaviour of the very 
thin ferromagnetic layers and furthermore information about layer thickness, exchange biasing 
fields and coercitive fields. A typical squid measurement forthese exchange biased samples is 
shown in figure 7.2 where the arrows denote the direction of the magnetization of the layers 
(top arrow= free layer, bottorn arrow= exchange biased layer). The magnetization of the free 
layer switches at small fields while the magnetization of the biased layer switches at a larger 
field due to- an increase in coercitive field. The curve is notsymmetrie about zero field due to 
the exchange biasing field which induces a preferential direction of the magnetization of the 
biased layer. From the saturation magnetization and the plateau magnetization we are able 
to monitor the magnitude of each of the magnetic layers including the ferromagnetic layer 
with the variabie thickness. This in contrast to the samples dicussed in chapter 6 in which it 
was not possible to explicitly determine the magnetization of the thin magnetic layer. 

:;-
E 
~ 
ë .. 
E 
0 
E 

500 A NiO /20 A Co /20 A Cu /25 A Co /200 A Cu /100 A NiO 
0.0004 T=10 K 
0.0003 
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0.0001 

0.0000 

-0.0001 

-0.0002 

-0.0003 

-0.0004 --
-1.00 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25 0.00 

field(T) 

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

Figure 7.2: Typical squid measurement for our exchange biased samples as described in the 
text. 

The results of the thickness determination of the free layer are shown in figure 7.3 where 
we plotted the thickness of the free layer as a function of nominal thickness of this layer 
obtaining a lineair behaviour, similar to the total and exchange biased layer thickness not 
shown here. From figure 7.2 it is already clear that it is difficult to determine the exact 
place where the magnetization of the free layer switches, this coincides partially with the 
switching of the exchange biased layer. From figure 7.3 there seems no indication that the 
thin magnetic layers behave different than the thicker layers. However the data points for 
the small thickness are very dubious when we study the hysteresis loop of these samples. In 
figure 7.4 we plotted 3 curves for the spin valves with a thickness of 4, 8 and 12 À of the 
free Co layer. From this figure we see that the free layer of 4 À cannot he seen in the squid 
measurement. The layer changes direction of magnetization simultaneous with the exchange 
biased layer. This means that no anti-parallel alignment will he achieved which will have a 
lowering effect on the MR-ratio. The reason for this behaviour is possibly a non-closed layer 
consisting of clusters as al ready discussed in sections 6.3 and 6.4.1. As can he seen in figure 7.4 
for the sample with a free layer of 12 À this free layer flips magnetization for very small fields 
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Figure 7.3: Thickness of the free magnetic layer as a function of nomina] thickness determined 
from 10K squid measurements for Co/Cu (a) and NisoFe2o (b) spin valves. 
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Figure 7.4: Hysteresis loops for 3 spin valves with a free Jayer thickness of 4, 8 and 12 A 
measured at 10K with the squid. 

which is to he expected for a uniform Co layer. Further investigations on these samples with 
room temperature squid measurements are in progress to investigate the behaviour of these 
very thin layers at higher temperatures. For the samples with the thin Ni80Fe20 layers we 
encounterd the same problems. 

7.4 Magnetoresistance measurements 

In figure 7.5 we plotted the MR curve as a function of the applied field for three thicknesses 
of the free Nis0 Fe20 layer for measurements performed at a temperature of 10 K. For Co this 
is done in figure 7.6. The curves have the charaderistics of exchange biasing one of the 
layers to Niü as already explained in section 5.3.3. Furthermore we see that the samples 
with the 4 A N isoFe2o and 4 A Co layer show no sharp transition near zero field at which a 
dosed ferromagnetic layer is expected to change it's direction of magnetization which was also 
demonstrated in the foregoing section. This behaviour was also seen in the samples discussed 
in chapter 6 where also very thin layers were used. We do not know for sure the reason for 
this behaviour but it causes the MR-ratio to he lower for these samples which must he taken 
into account when we discuss the results of our magnetoresistance measurements and draw 
conclusions on the existance of interface spin-dependent scattering. 
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Figure 7.5: Magnetoresistance curves for our exchange biased samples for small thickness of 
the magnetic layer (4, 8 and 12 A NisoFe2o). 
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Figure 7.6: Magnetoresistance curves for our exchange biased samples for small thickness of 
the magnetic layer (4, 8 and 12 A Co). 
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We will now discuss the results of our magnetoresistance measurements depending on 
magnetic layer thickness for the Co/Cu and N i80 Fe2o/Cu spin valves with the Cu back layer 
which are exchange biased to NiO. In figure 7.7 we plotted Gp, !::iG and the MR-ratio for all 
these samples measured at T=lO K and T=300 K. The sheet conductivity in the parallel case 
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Figure 7.7: results ofthe measurements ofthe exchange biased samples at T=lO and T=300 K 
for Co/Cu and N isoFe2o/Cu spin valves with a 200 A Cu back layer. The Jin es are guides to 
the eye. 

is larger for low temperature due toa longer mean free path at low temperatures and the sheet 
conductivity increases with layer thickness. We also see that the conductivity of the Co spin 
valves is larger than that of the N isoFe2o spin valves in agreement with bulk conductivities. 

When we consider !::iG and the MR-ratio data we again see a very rapid increase in both, 
indicating spin-dependent scattering at the interface for Co/Cu spin valves as already seen in 
the previous chapter, but now also for N i80Fe20 /Cu spin valves. The values found for !::iG 
and the MR-ratio are larger for the Co/Cu spin valves as compared to the NisoFe2o/Cu spin 
valves which was al ready established by earlier investigations [Strij95], [Dien93], [Dien94]. 
lt is also observed in figure 7.7 that the two series with the thin and thick magnetic layers 
(indicated by the different symbols, squares and circles) do not match which is probably 
caused by small differences in the sputtering proces. Therefore it is difficult to obtain reliable 
information about exponential behaviour as in chapter 6. However we fitted the MR-ratio of 
the thin serie with a single exponential function to obtain information about the temperature 
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dependenee of the charaderistic length scale for this fast increase: 

MR-ratio = MRo · ( 1 - exp(- t7)) (7 .1) 

where again Ç is the charaderistic length scale on which the MR-ratio increases for thin 
magnetic layers and tM is the thickness of the magnetic layer. In our fit we only included the 
series for small thickness of the magnetic layer because due to the forementioned mismatch 
of the two series it is not possible to get a reliable fit when taking both these series into 
account. Th is is plotted in figure 7.8 where we also see more clearly the discrepancy between 
the series with the thin and thick magnetic layers. The values for Ç found with these fits are 
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Figure 7.8: The MR-ratio for measurements at T=lO K and T=300 K for Co/Cu (a) and 
N i 80Fe20/Cu (b) spin valves with a 200 A Cu back Jayer and the exponential fit. 

plotted in figure 7.9 where it again becomes clear that Ç increases with temperature which 
rules out the possibility that Ç can be related to a bulk mean free path because in that case 
Ç should decrease with temperature due to phonon scattering. This again leads us to the 
condusion that interface spin-dependent scattering is an important mechanism for the giant 
magnetoresistance effect in these spin valves. However we can not explain the increase of Ç 
with temperature but this is most likely related to the magnetic properties of these very thin 
layers as discussed in chapter 6 and sections 7.3 and 7.4 of which it became clear that for very 
small ferromagnetic layer thickness the magnetic behaviour is different from that of thicker 
ferromagnetic layers. 

------------t 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

T(K) 

Figure 7.9:. The characteristic length Ç as a function of temperature for Co/Cu and 
N isoFe2o/Cu spin valves. 
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From comparison of the data from the Co/Cu spin valves with the N isoFe2o/Cu spin 
valves we see that the offset in t1G for the Co/Cu spin valves is larger than fortheN i 80 Fe20 /Cu 
spin valves and one may naively speculate that this may be directly related to a larger asym
metry in spin up and spin down transmission coefficients (Tup and Td) for the CojCu interface 
compared to the Ni80Fe2o/Cu interface. However from equation 4.19 we see that this offset 
in t1G depends not only on Td but also on the mean free path in the magnetic layer: 

t1Go ex: >.Äf 1- e- >.M f(Td, db) ( dm!) 
(7.2) 

where f is a function depending on the back layer, Td and other parameters which are the 
same for the two systems. We see that the offset in ó.G does however also depend on the ÀM 

in the first magnetic layer which is different for Co and N i80Fe2o· This makes it impossible 
to determine the relative interface scattering asymmetry for Co/Cu and N isoFe2o/Cu from 
these measurements. 

7.5 Conclusion and discussion 

The investigation of exchange biased spin valves with a non-magnetic back layer again leadsus 
to the condusion that interface spin-dependent scattering plays an important role in Co/Cu 
spin valves but also in N isoFe2o/Cu spin valves. However due to the dependenee of I::::..Go 
on the mean free path in the first magnetic layer we cannot compare the magnitude of the 
interface spin-dependent scattering of these two systems. In this respect we propose a structure 
in which this first magnetic layer is of the same ferromagnetic material and we only change 
the ferromagnetic material for the second magnetic layer. From calculations performed with 
the Camley Barnas model we determined that the offset in ó.G in these structures only 
depends on spin-dependent transmission coefficients at the different interfaces of the second 
ferromagnetic material with the non-magnetic materiaL ó.G is seen to be independent of the 
mean free paths (>.up and >.d) in the second magnetic layer. These preliminary calculations 
indicated that with two series of spin valves where only the second magnetic layer is different 
it is possible to obtain more information about scattering asymmetry at the interface for two 
different interfaces compared toeach other. 
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Chapter 8 

Reflections at outer boundaries of 
spin valves 

8.1 Introduetion 

lnvestigations of NiO exchange biased spin valves by Swagten et. al. [Swag96] and Strijkers 
[Strij95] showed an enhancement in giant magnetoresistance up to 24% in these spin valves 
compared to structures where a metallic anti-ferromagnetic FeMn layer was used for biasing 
(GMR-ratios up to 12%). In figure 8.1 we plotted the MR-ratio for exchange biased spin valves 
to NiO (data from Strijkers [Strij95]) and exchange biased spin valves to FeMn (data from 
Sour [Sour94]) of comparable systems where the ditference in MR-ratio is obvious. To explain 
the data they assumed reflections at the insulating NiO layer and qualitative calculations with 
the Camley Barnas model showed that these reflections can indeed lead to an enhancement 
in the GMR ratio. This would also explain the fa.ct that the maximum in the GMR ratio 
appeared at lower magnetic layer thickness than for spin valves biased to FeMn. Further 
investigations on the role of reflections at the top Niü layer through measurements of single 
layers and spin valves with and without this top layer did not lead to any evidence for specular 
reflections at this top NiO layer. However reflections at the bottorn NiO layer can not he ruled 
out on the basis of these experiments. The interface between the bottorn NiO layer and the 
Co layer may differ from the interface of the top NiO layer which is interfaced with the top 
Cu layer. 
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Figure 8.1: MR-ratio as a [u netion of the free Co layer thickness t of 500 A NiO I 20 A Co 
I 20 A Cu I t Co I 12 A Cu I 100 A NiO at 10K (open squares, data from [Strij95}) and 
30 Á Ta I t Co I 30 A Cu I 20 A Co I 100 A FeMn I 20 A Ta at 5 K (solid circles, data from 
[Sour94}). 
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Egelhoff [Egel95] also reported very high (up to 21 %) values for the GMR ratio in sym
metrie spin valves which consists of three magnetic layers. The maximum in the GMR ratio 
showed up forsmaller thickness of the outer layer than for the inner magnetic layer. We have 
explained these data by assuming specular reflections at the NiO/Co interface as suggested 
by Egelhoff, using the semi-classical Camley Barnad model as discussed in section 4.5.2. 

Sofromthese investigations we are left with mainly two subjects for further investigation, 
the influence of growth conditions of the bottorn Niü layer on the giant magnetoresistance 
which will be discussed in section 8.2. Furthermore also the direct investigation of reflections 
at the Niü interface by using spin valves with different cap layers which will be discussed in 
section 8.3. 
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8.2 Influences of growth conditions and structure on GMR 

In this section we will discuss the influence of the bottorn NiO layer on the giant magne
toresistance and in particular the influence of growth conditions such as sputter pressure 
(subsection 8.2.1), substrate (subsection 8.2.2), thickness of the NiO layer (subsection 8.2.3), 
and interfacial roughness (subsection 8.2.4). This in order to investigate if these parameters 
influence the reflectivity of the NiO interface. 

8.2.1 Sputter pressure of the NiO layer 

We tirst investigated NiO exchange biased Co/Cu spin valves for which the sputter pressure of 
the bottorn NiO layer is varied. From measurements performed at Philips Research Laborato
des it became clear that the resistivity of the NiO layer although very large increases when the 
sputter pressure increases from 2 to 15 mTorr (see tigure 8.2). Due to this enhancement in re
sistivity we expect the potential harrier present at the NiO/Co interface to be largerand thus 
an increase in reflectivity. Furthermore it appeared that the lattice parameter decreases from 
4.28 to ±4.18 A which might influence the structure of the spin valve on top of this NiO layer. 
In general the bottorn NiO layer of our samples is sputtered at 1 mTorr and a temperature 
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Figure 8.2: Lattice parameter and resistivity of a single NiO layers sputtered at different 
pressures. Figure from Philips Research Laboratoties. 

of 200° C which improves the quality of the layer [Strij95]. For the present investigation we 
varied the sputter pressure of this layer between 2 and 12 mTorr on top of which the following 
spin valve was sputtered: 20 A Co / 20 A Cu / 40 A Co / 12 A Cu./ 100 A NiO (sample 
numbers 960103-960108). We performed room temperature magnetoresistance measurements 
of which the magnetoresistance curves for three samples are plotted in tigure 8.3. From this 
tigure we see that fora sputter pressure of 8 mTorr we no longer have the charaderistic curve 
of an exchange biased spin valve. This might be caused by dissapearance of the exchange 
biasing and consequently the anti-parallel alignment of magnetization is not reached which 
e.g. might .be explained by a loss of structural integrity of the Co layer, in particular near 
the NiO layer. This may be caused by a bad structure of the NiO layer which influences the 
NiO/Co interface and thus the exchange biasing or by a bad structure of the Co layer on top 
of the NiO layer. We plotted in tigure 8.4 the conductivity in the parallel situation, ó.G and 
the MR-ratio as a function of sputter pressure of the bottorn NiO layer. We see that ó.G and 
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Figure 8.3: Magnetoresistance curvesforspin valves exchange biased toa NiO layer sputtered 
at 2, 4 and 8 mTorr. Notice the different scales for the first two and the third sample. 

the MR-ratio drop to almost zero for sputter pressures of 8 mTorr and higher caused by the 
varrishing of the exchange biasing. The conductivity in the parallel situation, G p is seen to 
decrease gradually with sputter pressure. lt is obvious that the reduction of G p may be a 
result of the seperately observed increase of resistivity in the NiO layer as seen in figure 8.2. 
In this respect we calculated the sheet conductivity of the 500 A NiO layer in our spin valves 
using the data from figure 8.2. We found values of the conductivity of 1.8·10-8 n-1 and 
3.5·10-8 n-1 forsputter pressures of 2 and 12 mTorr respectively. This can nat explain the 
large decrease in conductivity found for our spin valves which is in the order of 0.03 n-1

. 

Thus we can conclude that this decrease in conductivity can be atributed to the properties of 
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Figure 8.4: Gp, !::l.G and MR-ratio as a function of sputter presssure ofthe bottorn NiO layer. 

the spin valve and not to the bottorn NiO layer. We do not know the reason for this decrease 
but we may speculate on one possibility. If an intermixed layer of NiO and Co is present 
with a lot of scattering centers this would explain the decrease in Gp. However no further 
investigations on these samples are performed and this is just a suggestion. The structure of 
the Co layer may be related to reflectivity, however, these data do notgiveaway todetermine 
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this directly becuase we saw that increasing the sputter pressure of the bottorn Niü layer led 
to a vanishing of the exchange biasing. 

8.2.2 Influence of the substrate 

To investigate the influence of the structure of the spin valve on the GMR-ratio and reflec
tivity we investigated Niü exchange biased spin valves for which we used glass substrates (as 
commonly used by us for these kind of samples) and SrTi03 substrates (samples 950810-
950815). A glass substrate is amorphous and therefore the Niü layer on top is not single 
crystalline although it has a (111) texture [Strij95). The SrTi03 substrate is single crystalline 
with a lattice parameter of 3.900 A in (100) orientation which matches well with the lattice 
parameter of NiO in (200) orientation and therefore we expect the NiO layer to grow show 
less spread in crystalline orientation which might also influence the interface with the Co layer 
on top and the Co layer itself. 

We performed X-ray measurements on these samples of which the results are plotted in 
figure 8.5. We see three high peaks of which two can he atributed to the SrTi03 substrate 
in (100) and (200) orientation with interatomie distances of 3.90, and 1.95 respectively as 
indicated in tigure 8.5a. The third peak can he attributed to Niü in (200) orientation with 
an interatomie distance of 2.088A. From the data of the sample with the glass substrate 
(figure 5.6b) we see only very weak peaks which can he subsscribed to NiO in (200) texture 
and Co in (111) orientation. In tigure 8.5c we plotted the data of a sample on glass with a 
500 A Niü layer where we now also observe a Niü (111) peak. The reason that this peak is 
not seen for the 200 A Niü layer may he that this layer is too thin. The broad 'peak' from 
29=20-35 can he ascribed to the amorphous glass substrate. The Niü peak for the sample 
with the SrTi03 substrate is much larger which indicates that the structure of the layer is 
bet ter. 

From the magnetoresistance curves as shown in tigure 8.6 we observe a better plateau for 
the spin valve on the SrTi03 substrate which indicates a better anti-parallel alignment of the 
magnetizations and thus a better exchange biasing of the Co layer. ·Jn the table below we 
listed the MR-ratios at 10K (top) and 300 K (bottom) as wellas exchange biasing and coerci
tive fieldsof the samples discussed: substrate/d A Niû/20 A Co/30 A Cu/40 A Co/12 A Cu 
/100 A NiO 

glass glass SrTi03 
200 A Niü 500 A NiO 200 A NiO 

MR-ratio (%) 15.2 18.7 23.1 
Hex (T) 0.045 0.041 0.0015 T=10 K 
He (T) 0.19 0.22 0.23 
MR-ratio (%) 9.3 10.9 10.9 
Hex (T) 0.015 0.017 0.009 T=300 K 
He (T) 0.04 0.054 0.061 

For the MR-ratio for the samples with the SrTi03 substrate we see an increase in MR-ratio 
with a factor of almost 1.5 for measurements at 10 K, for room temperature measurements 
the increase is less but still significant. We have to stress however that the spin valves on glass 
with a 200 A Niü layer show a very smal! magnetoresistance in comparison with comparable 
spin valves with a thicker NiO layer. Also the spin valve with the 500 A Niü layer shows a rel
atively small MR-ratio compared to analogous spin valves so we assume this series of samples 
to he of minor quality which makes the influence of the substrate on the MR-ratio difficult to 
analyse. For almost all measurements we do indeed see an increase in both He for the samples 
grown on SrTi03 which can explain the increase in MR-ratio due to a better anti-parallel 
alignment of the magnetic layers. Because He is larger than Hex the enhancement of the co
ercitive field of the biased layer is the most important parameter for obtaining an anti-parallel 
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Figure 8.5: X-ray diffraction patterns forspin valves grown on SrTi03 (a) and glass substrates 
(b en c) with different NiO Jayer thickness of 200 A and 500 A. 

alignment. The reason for this increase in coercitive field is unclear but might he caused by a 
better structure of the Niü layer as also indicated by X-ray measurements. However we are 
not able to draw any conclusions about the reflectivity of the NiOjCo interface. 

8.2.3 NiO thickness 

In this section we will discuss investigations on the influence of the NiO layer thickness on the 
magnetoresistance of a Co/Cu exchange biased spin valve. The samples have the following 
structure: d Niü / 20 A Co/ 20 A Cu / 40 A Co/ 12 A Cu / 100 A NiO (sample numbers 
960117-960122) in which we varied the thickness of the first Niü layer from 200 to 1500 A. 
From the magnetoresistance curves as shown in figure 8.7 we see an increase in He of the 
exchange biased Co layer from the broadening of the MR curve for thicker Niü layers as well 
as an increase in MR-ratio. 

In figure 8.8 we plotted Gp, t1G and the MR-ratio as a function of NiO thickness. We 
see an increase in Gp which is too large to he attributed to the increase in Niü thickness and 
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Figure 8.6: Magnetoresistance curves for exchange biased spin valves with glass substrate with 
200 A and 500 A NiO layer and SrTi03 substrate with a 200 A NiO layer, all measurements 
at 10K. 
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Figure 8.7: Magnetoresistance curves for three different thicknessses ofthe NiO Jayer measured 
at 300 K. 

must thus be caused by an impravement of the structure of the spin valve or from an increase 
in specular reflections at the NiO /Co interface due to a better interface quality. Forthermore 
we see an increase in b..G and the MR-ratio when the thickness of the NiO layer becomes 
larger than. 750 A. This can also be explained by assuming an increase in specular reflections 
at the NiO/Co interface but might also arise from an increase in Hex or He which would lead 
to a better anti-parallel alignment of the two magnetic layers and thus an increase in b..G and 
the MR-ratio. 

To investigate the exchange biasing we determined Hex and He of the exchange biased 
layer from the magnetoresistance curves of which the results are plotted in figure 8.9. Here 
we see an gradual increase in coercitive field of the exchange biased Co layer and a peak in 
the exchange biasing field of this layer fora NiO thickness of 300 A after which Hex gradually 
decreases. A similar behaviour was also found by Landheer [Land95) and Strijkers [Strij95). 
As mentioned in the preceeding section it is the coercitive field of the exchange biased layer 
that is responsible for the anti-parallel alignment. This coercitive field is seen to increase with 
increasing NiO thickness which is thus the most plausible cause of the increase in MR-ratio 
and makes again interpretation of data with respect to reflectivity difficult. 

8.2.4 Intermixing at the NiO /Co interface 

To investigate the influence of interfacial roughness on the reflectivity of the bottorn NiO 
layer we have grown spin valves on NiO with an increasing number of intermixed NiO/Co 
layers at the interface between NiO and Co. The samples have the following composition: 
500 A Niü I nx (0.5 A Co+0.5 A NiO) I 40 A Co I 20 A Cu I 40 A Co I 12 A Cu I 
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Figure 8.8: Gp, ~G and the MR-ratio as a function of NiO thickness. The lines are guides 
to the eye. 
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Figure 8.9: Hex and He as a function of NiO thickness determined from magnetoresistance 
measurements. 

100 A NiO with n ranging from 0 to 5. The intermixed la.yer is grown a.t room tempera.ture by 
a.lterna.tely sputtering Co a.nd NiO, both in a.n a.mmount which corresponds to a. 0.5 A la.yer of 
Co or NiO. We first performed X-ra.y mea.surements on the sample without intermixed la.yer 
(n=O) a.nd on the sample with 3 intermixed la.yers (n=3) to investiga.te the infl.uence of this 
intermixed region on the texture of our spin va.lve. The results of these mea.surements are 
shown in figure 8.10. In bath figures 8.10a. a.nd b we see the pea.k for NiO in (111) texture 
which is most likely the bottorn NiO la.yer a.nd a. (200) pea.k which is proba.bly from the top 
NiO la.yer which ha.s different orienta.tions [Strij95). Purthermare we see a. pea.k tha.t ca.n be 
a.tributed to Co in (111) texture. This last pea.k ma.y a.lso a.rise from Cu in the (111) texture 
which corresponds to a.n interatomie dista.nce, d, of 2.088 A which is very close to tha.t of Co 
(111) with d=2.0467 A. The difference between the two pa.tterns however is very sma.ll which 
indica.tes tha.t the intermixed la.yers have no significant effect on the texture of our spin va.lves. 

From our ma.gnetoresista.nce mea.surements we see noplateau in the MR-ra.tio which indi
ca.tes tha.t no complete a.nti-pa.ra.llel a.lignment of the ma.gnetiza.tion is a.chieved. This becomes 
clea.r from figure 8.11 in which we plotted ma.gnetoresista.nce curves mea.sured a.t 10 K a.nd 
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Figure 8.10: X-ray diffraction patterns for Co/Cu spin valves grown on NiO with 0 and 3 
intermixed NiO/Co Jayers. 

300 K for the sample with two intermixed layers (n=2). These curves are typical for all sam
ples from this series. Furthermore we see an impravement in anti-parallel alignment for low 
temperatures. 
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Figure 8.11: Typicall magnetoresistance curves for the spin valves with the intermixed layer 
(shown n=2) at 300 and 10K. 

We plotted Gp, b..G and the MR-ratio as a function of number of intermixed layers, (n), 
at the NiO/Co interface for measurements at 10K and 300 Kin figure 8.12. We see a slightly 
higher b..G for the spin valves with one or more intermixed layers compared to the spin valve 
with n=O. In the right half of the figure we plotted the exchange biasing field (Hex) and the 
coercitive fields (He) of the exchange biased layer. For T=lO K we see an incraese in He 
as a function of number of intermixed layers while for measurements at 300 K the exchange 
biasing field is seen to increase slightly. These increases might he responsible for the increase 
in !:l.G. Soit seems from these data that extra intermixed layers at the NiO /Co interface have 
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very little influence on texture (from X-ray diffraction measurements) and a small influence on 
exchange biasing properties of the spin valves. Seperately we like to mention that MR-ratio 
of 27.6% (n=5, T=10 K) is a record high value in magnetoresistance forthese structures. 
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Figure 8.12: Gp, !::J.G, MR-ratio and Hex and He as a function ofnumber of intermixed Jayers. 

8.3 GMR in spin valves with different cap layers 

In this section we will address spin valves of the following composition: 200 A Ru / 75 A Co 
/ 6 A Ru / 25 A Co / 30 A Cu / t A Co /12 A Cu, without top layer and with a 30 A Ru 
top layer (sample numbers 9601154-9601163). These are first results of investigations on the 
influence of different top layers on the MR-ratio of these spin valves with respect to reflections 
at the interface Cu/top layer. Here the thickness of the second Co layer, t is varied from 25 to 
200 A and we have grown each spin valve with and without the 30 A Ru top layer. Strijkers 
[Strij95] reported no significant difference between spin valves with a NiO top layer and no top 
layer. On the basis of these results he concluded that at a top Cu/NiO interface no reflections 
occur assuming that the unprotected Cu interface does not specular reileet the electrons. lt is 
however not evident that an interface to air is not somehow reflective since in principle also to 
air a large potential harrier is present. We will with these spin valves compare a top Ru layer 
which is known to scatter diffuse with an interface to air where reflectivity is not evident. 

In figure 8.13 we plotted G p, !::J.G and the MR-ratio as a function of Co thickness for spin 
valves with and without the top layer measured at 10 K and 300 K. From this figure we can 
clearly see that Gp, !::J.G and the MR-ratio are higher for the samples without the Ru top layer, 
both at 10 and 300 K. If no reflections occur at the Cu/air interface we expect the conductivity 
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Figure 8.13: Gp, b..G and the MR-ratio forthespin valves with and without a Ru top layer 
at 300 K (a) and 10K (b). 

of the spin valves with the Ru top layer to he larger due to the extra (although not highly) 
conductive Ru layer. However when reflections at the Cu/air interface occur we expect the 
conductivity in the spin valves without the Ru top layer to he larger because in a thin layer 
the conductivity is limited by size effects, specular reflections decrease these size effects and 
the conductivity increases. For thicker layers the size effects become less important and thus 
we expect the influence of reflections on the conductivity to he smaller. This behaviour can 
heseen in the sheet-conductivity plots of figure 8.13 when we assume specular reflections at 
the Cu/air interface and no reflections at the Cu/Ru interface. 

For b..G we see that for the spin valves without the Ru top layer this is larger and shows a 
faster exponential increase compared tothespin valves with the Ru top layer. These features 
were also observed in the calculations with the Camley Barnas model in section 4.5 and thus 
are again an indication for specular reflections at the Cu/air interface. From these calculations 
we would also expect an offset in AG in case of reflections. Because of the relatively large 
thickness of the ferromagnetic layer (t2:25 A) this offset is not undoubtly to he determined 
from our measurements but the measurements do show a high b..G for the spin valve with the 
25 A Co layer. 

So our measurements can he qualitatively explained by assuming specular reflections at 
the Cu/air interface. However we have to he carefull because the magnetoresistance curves 
of the samples without the top layer showed differend magnetic behaviour of the free Co 
layer and problems with the anti-parallel alignment of the magnetizations which might he 
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caused by oxidation of this layer. Also some of the samples with a Ru top layer showed 
problems with the anti-parallel alignment at small fields. Further investigation on this matter 
seems necessary and a study of samples with different top layers such as for example Niü 
is planned. Furthermore single Cu layers of variabie thickness with different top layers (Ru, 
Niü and none) will he investigated to clear up the questions about specular reflections at the 
Cu/Niü interface which would clarify results of measurements by Strijkers [Strij95]. 

8.4 Conclusions and dicussion 

We investigated the influence of the structure of the hottorn Niü layer on the spin valve 
properties as MR-ratio and conductivity with respect to reflectivity of the Niû/Co interface. 
Increasing the sputter pressure which increases the resistivity of this layer which could lead 
to enhancement of reflectivity due to a larger potential step turned out not to work. The 
magnetore~istance was completely destroyed for sputter pressures of 8 mTorr and higher. 
The reason for this is unclear but it might he caused by the decrease in lattice parameter of 
the Niü layer. Using a one crystalline SrTi03 substrate instead of amorphous glass used so 
far for these spin valve structures enhances the magnetoresistance. The reason for this is also 
not clear but there are indications from X-ray measurements that the orientation of the Niü 
layer is more single-crystalline leading to an increase in coercitive field of the exchange biased 
layer. Furthermore we investigated the influence of intermixing the Co and Niü layer on the 
reflectivity of this interface. With one or more intermixed layers of Co an Niü the cond uctivity 
and D..G are slightly enhanced compared tothespin valve without this intermixed layer. This 
increase in D..G may he attributed to an increase in coercitive or exchange biasing field. In 
literature Nogues et. al. [Nog95] also reported an increase in exchange biasing of Fe layers 
on the anti-ferromagnet FeFe2 on increasing interface roughness. This was also reported by 
Moran et. al. [Mor95] for N isoFe2o on Coü. Finally investigation with a varying thickness 
of the bottorn Niü layer showed an increase in Gp, D..G and the MR-ratio, accompanied by 
an increase in coercitive field, which is in accordane with measurements on simple Niû/Co 
systems by Strijkers [Strij95] and Landheer [Land95]. However the increase in conductivity 
can not he explained. From all these type of measurements we have found no direct proof for 
reflections at the bottorn Niû/Co interface. lt is notbeen possible to address the behaviour 
of the MR-ratio or D..G to reflectivity of the interface because also Hex and He are affected 
and thereby the MR-ratio. 

From the study of spin valves with and without a Ru top layer we found indications for 
reflections at the Cu/air interface. This would lead to a new interpretation of the results of 
Strijkers [Strij95] who investigated pin valves with and without a NiO top layer. On the basis 
of his results he concluded that no reflections at the top Niü layer occured thereby assuming 
no speenlar reflections at the Cu/air interface. If however reflections occur at this interface 
this would mean that also the Cu/Niü interface is specular reflective. Oxidation of the top Cu 
layer might have influence on the reflectivity and thus on the MR-ratio of the spin valves. To 
exclude the possibility that the samples we measured are not oxidized we repeated the room 
temperature measurements after some days. This lead to the exact same results as the first 
measurements which leads to the condusion that our samples do notsuffer from oxidation in 
this time or were already oxidized. More thorough investigations on this matter are already 
planned to clear up this matter. 
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Appendix A 

Scattering lengths in Co 

Here we will give the full analysis of the series of samples without the Cu back layer shortly 
mentioned in chapter 6. As already shown in chapter 4 and suggested. by Parkin (Par94] and 
Strijkers [Strij95] it is possible to fit b..G with an exponential function 

b..G = b..Go +A· (1- exp( -t/f.)). (A.1) 

We performed this fit for data of Co/Cu spin valves measured at 10 and 300 K of which the 
results are shown in tigure A.l. To relate this f. toa mean free path in cobalt we performed 
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Figure A.1: b..G as a function of thickness of the second magnetic Jayer for the series without 
the Cu back Jayer. Measurements at 10 and 300 K. The lines are exponential fits as described 
in the text. 

calculations with the Camley Barnas model on a structure 25 A Co/30 A Cujt Co for different 
values of X~fo of which the results are shown in tigure A.2a. The parameters used in the 
calculations are: >.'do = >.'ba as depicted in the figure, >..cu=200 A, T~~;cu=1 and Tto;cu=0.2. 
A large difference between T~~/Cu and Tto;cu seems reasonable consiclering the results of our 
measurements with the Cu back layer which proved the presence of interface spin-dependent 
scattering, the rest of the parameters seem reasonable from literature (Dien93],(Strij95] except 
that we choose to leave out bulk spin-dependent scattering. We fitted the curves of b..G with 
equation A.1 to obtain a relationship between >.'do and f. which is plotted in tigure A.2b. 

To investigate the influence of the other parameters on the relationship between >.'do and 
f. and thus if this relation is unique we varied >..'/;

0 
and >..cu and again calculated b..G as a 

function of tea and fitted this with equation 6.6. The f.'s we found for these calculations are 
plotted as a function of >..'/;

0 
and >..cu in tigure A.3 from which we see that f. does not depend 
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Figure A.2: ó.G as a function of tc0 for several values of .X6'o calculated with the Camley 
Barnas model (a) and the relationship between .X6'o and Ç (b). 

heavily on these parameters and we can use figure A.2b to conneet .X6'o to Ç where .X6'o is 
roughly a factor 2-3 larger than Ç. From that figure we find equation A.2: 

.x6a = -12.3 + 2.4. ç + o.on. e (A.2) 

which leads us to .X6'o=50 and 143 A for T=300 and 10 K respectively. These values are rather 
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Figure A.3: The influence of .X'ba and Àcu on Ç calculated with the Camley Barnas model. 

small compared to values mentioned in literature [Strij95],[Dien93] but from comparison with 
the measurements performed by Strijkers [Strij95] who measured samples which are produced 
in the same sputterdoek we already saw in section 6.4.2 that this might be due to the small 
range of thickness of the second magnetic layer used in our samples. 
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Appendix B 

Scattering lengths in Cu 

In this Appendix we will analyse b..G as a function of back layer thickness and try to extract 
the mean free path in this back layer from these data as mentioned in section 6.4. When 
we plot our data for b..G as a function of the thickness of the back layer we should he able 
to calculate the mean free path in this copper back layer in the same way as we determined 
Àdo for the data from samples without a back layer as dicussed in Appendix A. However 
when we plot the data as a function of back layer thickness we have· to combine data from 
different sample series which might have slightly different characteristics and may not he 
comparable. Furthermore we only have four data points (db=O, 100, 200 and 400 Ä) to fit 
with the exponential function wich leads to a great inaccuracy in the determined parameters. 
To he able to extract Àcu from the data we performed calculations with the Camley Barnas 
model to conneet Àcu to the fitparameter Ç as we did for Àdo before. This leads to the plot 
as depicted· in figure B.l. From this figure wededuce (again the factor between Àcu and Ç is 
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Figure B.l: The relation between fitparameter Ç and Àcu as determined with the Camley 
Barnas model for the system: 25 A Co I 30 A Cu I 4 A Co I t A Cu. 

roughly 2-3): 
Àcu = -11.68 + 1.7495. ç + 0.0060. e (B.l) 

To investigate the dependenee of Ç on other parameters we varied also Àdo' À'?J
0
wn, Tdown 

and the thickness of the second magnetic layer, tea and investigated their inftuence on Ç. The 
results of this are plotted in figure B.2 from which we conclude that only the thickness of 
the magnetic layer has significant influence on Ç which we have to take into account when 
we interpret our data. So we have to determine the relationship between Àcu and Ç for each 
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thickness of the Co layer and equation B.1 is only valid for the spin valves with a Co layer 
thickness of 4 A. We will not give all other equations but the mean free paths calculated later 
on are determined from the different relationships between Àeu and Ç. 
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Figure B.2: The influence of the different parameters on the fitparameter Ç ca/culated with 
the Camley Barnas model, the ideal situation is plotted as a dotted Jine. 

In figure B.3 we plotted !::J.G as a function of back layer thickness for those Co-thicknesses 
where a reasonable fit could he obtained which turned out to he only possible for measurements 
at 300 K. At a temperature of 10 K the mean free path in the copper is to large to saturate 
!::J.G and thus obtain a reliable fit. 

When we now calculate Àeu for these fits we find the following values for Àeu: 

tea= 4A: Àeu = 418 ± 47 A, 
tea = 12A : Àeu = 494 ± 31 A, 
tea= 20A: Àeu = 601 ± 33A, 
tea = 35A : Àeu = 626 ± 297 A. 

We performed the same analysis for the offset in !::J.G which only for measurements at 
300 K led to a reasonable value of: Àeu = 530 ± 30 A. Although there is some deviation 
between these values all are in reasonable agreement with literature .. Because we determine 
these values from different series of samples there is a large uncertainty in the values found 
but they give a good indication of the order of magnitude for Àeu· 
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Figure B.3: b..G as a function of back Jayer thickness db for different thicknesses of the second 
magnetic Jayer. All measurements at 300 K. The bottorn ligure shows the offset in b..G as 
determined in chapter 6. 
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Appendix C 

List of samples 

In this Appendix we will give a listing of all samples, numbered on preparation date (e.g. 
sample number 9505129 is the 129nd samplesputtered in may 1995). Thicknesses are given 
in À and sputter deposition rates were determined by low angle X-ray diffraction mesurements 
on single films. Deviations up to 5% may he expected for layer thicknesses. 

substrate: Si02, baselayer : 200Ru, toplayer : 30Ru 
base pressure: 4·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure: 7·10-3 Torr 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Ru=l.04, Cu=2.22, Co=2.04 
sample number composition 
9505129 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+4Co+100Cu 
9505130 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+8Co+100Cu 
9505131 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+12Co+100Cu 
9505132 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 16Co+ 100Cu 
9505133 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+20Co+ 100Cu 
9505134 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+25Co+100Cu 
9505135 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+35Co+ 100Cu 
9505136 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+50Co+100Cu 
9505137 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 75Co+ 100Cu 
9505138 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 100Co+ 100Cu 

substrate: Si02, baselayer: 200Ru, toplayer : 30Ru 
base pressure : 5·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure : 7·10-3 Torr 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Ru=l.04, Cu=2.22, Co=2.04 
sample number composition 
9505139 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+4Co+200Cu 
9505140 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+8Co+200Cu 
9505141 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 12Co+200Cu 
9505142 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 16Co+200Cu 
9505143 7 5Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu + 20Co+ 200Cu 
9505144 75Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu + 25Co+ 200Cu 
9505145 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+35Co+200Cu 
9505146 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+50Co+200Cu 
9505147 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+75Co+200Cu 
9505148 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 100Co+200Cu 
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substrate: Si02 , baselayer : 200Ru, toplayer : 30Ru 
base pressure: 3·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure: 7·10-3 Torr 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Ru=l.04, Cu=2.22, Co=2.04 
sample number composition 
950601 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+4Co 
950602 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+8Co 
950603 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu + 12Co 
950604 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+16Co 
950605 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+20Co 
950606 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+25Co 
950607 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+35Co 
950608 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+50Co 
950609 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+75Co 
950610 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+100Co 

substrate : Si02 , baselayer : 200Ru, toplayer : 30Ru 
base pressure : 4·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure: 7·10-3 Torr 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Ru=1, Cu=2.22, Co=2 
sample number composition 
9507124 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+4Co+400Cu 
9507125 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+8Co+400Cu 
9507126 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+12Co+400Cu 
9507127 7 5Co+6Ru+ 25Co+30Cu + 16Co+400Cu 
9507128 75Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu+ 20Co+400Cu 
9507129 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+25Co+400Cu 
9507130 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+35Co+4ÓOCu 
9507131 75Co+6Ru +25Co+30Cu+50Co+400Cu 
9507132 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+75Co+400Cu 
9507133 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+100Co+400Cu 

substrate : Si02 , baselayer : 200Ru, toplayer : 30Ru 
base pressure: 4·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure: 7·10-3 Torr 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Ru=1, Cu=2.22, Co=2 
sample number composition 
9507137 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+3Co+200Cu 
9507138 7 5Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu +5Co+ 200Cu 
9507139 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+7Co+200Cu 
9507140 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+9Co+200Cu 
9507141 75Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu + 11 Co+ 200Cu 
9507142 7 5Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu + 13Co+ 200Cu 
9507143 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 15Co+200Cu 
9507144 7 5Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu + 17Co+ 200Cu 
9507145 7 5Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu +20Co+ 200Cu 
9507146 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+25Co+200Cu 
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substrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure: 4·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Co and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0: 1·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Cu=2.06, Ni0=0.63, Co=2.07 
sample number composition 
950810 200Ni0+20Co+30Cu+20Co+12Cu+100Ni0 (also on SrTi03 substrate) 
950811 200Ni0+20Co+30Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0 (also on SrTi03 substrate) 
950812 200Ni0+20Co+30Cu+60Co+12Cu+100Ni0 (also-on SrTi03 substrate) 
950813 500Ni0+20Co+30Cu+20Co+12Cu+100Ni0 
950814 500Ni0+20Co+30Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0 
950815 500Ni0+ 20Co+30Cu +60Co+ 12Cu + 1 OONiO 

substrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure: 4·10- 7 Torr, sputter pressure Co and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Cu=2.06, Ni0=0.63, Co=2.07 
sample number composition 
950816 500Ni0+40Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0 
950817 500Ni0+(0.5Co+0.5Ni0)+40Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0 
950818 500Ni0+2* (0.5Co+0.5Ni0)+40Co+20Cu+40Co+ 12Cu+ 100Ni0 
950819 500Ni0+3*(0.5Co+0.5Ni0)+40Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+l00Ni0 
950820 500Ni0+4 * (0.5Co+0.5Ni0)+40Co+20Cu+40Co+ 12Cu+ lOONiO 
950821 500Ni0+5*(0.5Co+0.5Ni0)+40Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0 

substrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure : 2·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Ni80Fe20 and Cu: 7·_10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : NisoFe20=2, Ni0=0.63, Cu=2 
sample number composition 
9509122 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+25NisoFe2o+200Cu+100NiO 
950912.3 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+35NisoFe2o+200Cu+100NiO 
9509124 500Ni0+ 20NisoFe2o+ 20Cu +50NisoFe2o+ 200Cu + 1 OONiO 
9509125 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+75NisoFe2o+200Cu+100NiO 
9509126 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+100NisoFe2o+200Cu+100NiO 
9509127 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+150NisoFe20+200Cu+100NiO 

substrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure : 2·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Ni80Fe20 and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : NisoFe20=2, Ni0=0.63, Cu=2 
sample number composition 
9509128 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+4NisoFe2o+200Cu+100NiO 
9509129 500Ni0+ 20NisoFe2o+ 20Cu +8NisoFe2o+ 200Cu + 100 Niü 
9509130 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+12NisoFe2o+200Cu+100NiO 
9509131 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+ 16NisoFe2o+200Cu+ 100Ni0 
9509132 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+20NisoFe2o+200Cu+100NiO 
9509133 500Ni0+20NisoFe2o+20Cu+25Ni80Fe20+200Cu+ 100Ni0 
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substrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure : 2·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Co and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Cu=2, Ni0=0.63, Co=2 
sample number composition 
9509135 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+4Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509136 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+8Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509137 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+12Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509138 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+16Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509139 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+20Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509140 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+25Co+200Cu+100Ni0 

substrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure: 2·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Co and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0: 1·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Cu=2, Ni0=0.63, Co=2 
sample number composition 
9509135 500Ni0+ 20Co+ 20Cu + 25Co+ 200Cu + 1 OONiO 
9509136 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+35Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509137 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+50Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509138 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+ 75Co+200Cu+ 100Ni0 
9509139 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+100Co+200Cu+100Ni0 
9509140 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+150Co+200Cu+100Ni0 

su bstrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure : 2·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Co and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure bottorn 50Ni0 : 15·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure top 50Ni0 : 15·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Ru=1, Ni0=0.63, Cu=2 
sample number composition 
951036 50Ni0+50Cu+50Ni0 
951037 50Ni0+50Cu+10Ru 
951038 50Ni0+50Cu 
951039 50Ni0+10Ru 
951Ó40 1000 NiO 

su bstrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure : 3·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Co and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0 : different per sample, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Cu=2, Ni0=0.63, Co=2 
sample number composition 
960103 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0, P=2 mTorr 
960104 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0, P=12 mTorr 
960105 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0, P=4 mtorr 
960106 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0, P=10 mTorr 
960107 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0, P=8 mTorr 
960108 500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0, P=11 mtorr 
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.. 

substrate : glass, grown in field 
base pressure : 2·10-7 Torr, sputter pressure Co and Cu: 7·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter pressure 500Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=200°C 
sputter pressure 100Ni0 : 1·10-3 Torr, T=RT 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Cu=2, Ni0=0.63, Co=2 
sample number composition 
960117 200Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+ 12Cu+ 100Ni0 
960118 350Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+ 12Cu+ 100Ni0 
960119 500Ni0+ 20Co+20Cu+40Co+ 12Cu + 100Ni0 
960120 750Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+ 12Cu+ 100Ni0 
960121 1000Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0 
960122 1500Ni0+20Co+20Cu+40Co+12Cu+100Ni0 

substrate : Si02 , baselayer : 200Ru 
base pressure: 2·10- 7 Torr, sputter pressure : 7·10-3 Torr 
sputter deposition rate (Á/s) : Ru=1, Cu=2, Co=2 
sample number composition 
9601154 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+25Co+12Cu+30Ru 
9601155 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+50Co+12Cu+30Ru 
9601156 75Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu+ 1 OOCo+ 12Cu +30Ru 
9601157 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+150Co+12Cu+30Ru 
9601158 7 5Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu+ 200Co+ 12Cu +30Ru 
9601159 75Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu + 25Co+ 12Cu 
9601160 7 5Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu +50Co+ 12Cu 
9601161 75Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu+ 100Co+ 12Cu 
9601162 75Co+6Ru+25Co+30Cu+ 150Co+ 12Cu 
9601163 75Co+6Ru + 25Co+30Cu + 200Co+ 12Cu 
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